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Special thanks to all the staff & campers that contributed towards this beautiful

journal as you will be able to see, and especially Meir Shemtov of Masmidim who

was a tremendous help for the success of the journal.

This Journal is dedicated to our Rebbe that through his Brochos & his Kochos gave

us this successful summer that it was!





Many years ago, it was the custom that on Rosh Hashanah
the Rebbe would walk down to the Botanical Gardens of
Brooklyn, to do Tashlich by a lake over there. There would be
a whole parade of Chassidim with the Rebbe at the lead, walk-
ing from 770 to that lake.

One particular Rosh Hashanah, the procession arrived at
the Botanical gardens, and they realized that the tall fence sur-
rounding the garden was locked! What are they going to do?

Before the Chassidim had time to think, they saw the
Rebbe climbing over the fence, heading right in to the gar-
den!... 

Dear Campers,
Throughout these past four weeks in camp, we were sur-

rounded by a Chassidshe atmosphere, where Davening with a
chayus, Bentching every single word out loud, and learning
Sefer Hamitzvos each day came easy. However, at home and
at school these simple, enjoyable things can become a chal-
lenge. Perhaps like the fence that seemed to prevent the Chas-
sidim from doing Tashlich. When we feel lazy and
unenthusiastic, this is a fence we need power to climb over.
When our friends don’t participate in our Chassidishe ways and
we feel lonely, this is a barrier which must be broken through. 

How do we accomplish this?
We must take all the lessons we learned from our coun-

selors, and all the Hachlotos we took with our learning teach-
ers and friends, and make them a real part of us. Something
which we don’t do just because we are part of a group, rather,
we do it because we know its right. Then, no atmosphere can
weaken or decrease that sense of commitment of being a true
Jew and Chossid of the Rebbe. 

So therefore, standing at the end of camp, with the power
of what we felt in camp, we face the future; there may be chal-
lenges against our will to do Sefer Hamitzvos every day, and all
other things we started in camp. Let’s face the fence, and jump
over it, Lechatchila Ariber!... 

Your head counselors,

Yitzi Steiner         Shimmy Susskind         Levi Teldon
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Dear campers,

We are now entering the month of Elul. This month, as it is the last of the year, is considered the op-
portune time for a Cheshbon Hanefesh. After living through a year in it’s entirety it is only befitting to stop
for a moment and ponder, “What exactly have I accomplished through out this whole year”?  

Similarly so as the summer comes to an end, let us take a moment and reflect on all we have gained
during these past few weeks. Before that, however, allow us to share with you a brief story.

On the platform of a train station in a small Russian town there stands two bochrim. We’ll call them
Mottel and Berel. Mottel cries bitterly on the shoulders of his friend Berel. 

Who are these bochrim you ask? They are Talmidim in the yeshiva of Tomchei Tmimim.

Berel pats his friend Mottel on the shoulder and questions gently, “Mottele, why are you crying so?
I know it is difficult to pick up and leave the surroundings of our Yeshiva, but you are going to get mar-
ried, is this not a joyous occasion?”

Mottel stops his sobbing for a short while and replies, “My problem is like this. As long as I remained
in Yeshiva I was surrounded by an atmosphere of Kdushah. You were the one who would daven for hours,
Yankel would learn day and night and I would just soak up my surrounding. Now that I’m leaving it’s all
up to me. This is the reason why I am crying.”

Tiere campers - throughout the summer we learnt about davening not only in Gemara or Mishnayos
but how a Chosid must Daven as well, we listened to the Rebbe’s message by Farbrengen and so much
more. 

Up until now it was possible for you to flow along with the current, everyone is davening so I will
too, everyone is learning, I’ll join along. All this was possible here in camp.

Now you are returning home wherever that may be. Points for benching you probably won’t re-
ceive nor prizes for learning as you should. The general environment may not necessarily be conducive
to the behavior of a chasidishe boy. 

This is the test which determines if your time in camp has truly transformed you. Do you think you
can face the challenge?

We think you can.

Zalmy Deren                                     Yudi Shmotkin
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“Your attention all campers and counselors your at-

tention please, in exactly 10 minutes and 45 seconds

lights out will commence, but don’t forget, before that to

tie that smelly sock to your bed to be woken up tomor-

row for cocoa club, trust me its worth it,” (O.M.S.K.).

Tayere campers, B”H this year you’ve succeeded to

reach the goal of learning torah by heart. Whether it was

Shabbos afternoon after your learning teacher farbrenged

with you, or it was 7:00 in the morning right beside that

beautiful “Mishnayos Baal Peh Official Cocoa Club

Mug”, that you received by coming three times in a row

(or even once), or it was when your were on the way to

the greatest canoe trip/overnight that Gan Yisrael ever ex-

perienced.

The Mishnayos and Tanya or whatever you’ve

learned over the summer, wasn’t only to get that 21inch

licorice at the fully loaded Mishnayos Baal Peh Shabbos

store, which N.A.D.C.W. ran so beautifully and gener-

ously.

Rather, like the Rebbe says countless times, to pu-

rify the air we breath in. For example, in Hayom Yom

where the Rebbe writes “When walking in the street one

must think words of torah…but when someone goes and

is not occupied with torah words the stone he treads on

exclaims “Bulach” – Golem (Clod), how dare you tram-

ple me! How are you any higher then I am?”

In light of the above Hayom Yom I’m sure over the

course of the summer none of you will have that crises of

the ground you step on to scream at you for you are all

fully stocked with the heilike torah in your minds this

way when you will be walking down the street whether

in Moscow, Russia or Bangkok, Thailand or even in Los

Angles, California or were ever you may come from

you’ll be prepared.

To finish off with the story I mentioned at the first Fri-

day night before that smashing Kabolas Shabbos. That

someone once asked the Rebbe in Yechidus (private au-

dience): How can I become connected to you? The

Rebbe answered: By doing what I do and that is, when I

walk in streets I review words of torah”.

That story needs no explanations for the message is

very understood and clear!!!

Anyways I gotta go right now; I still have to finish

marking the points from the past Shabbos...

P.S. A special thanx to all staff who helped in the test-

ing and, the counselors for filling out the MBP sheets

every Motzoei Shabbos. 

Your M.B.P. director,

Benzion Shemtov



Camp's total: 

3 Flags, 4 Crowns, 3 Golds, 3 Reds, 4 Yellows & 3 Blues!

1st place

 לוי שמטוב
with 3 Crowns, 1 Gold, 3 Reds & 3 Blues

2nd place 

 רפאל פאלטער
with 1 Crown, 2 Golds, 2 Reds, 1 Yellow & 3 Blues 







Tayere Kinderlach:

…It’s very hard to put into words… it’s just too

hard to describe, the amazing summer we all

had. It was just amazing.

Let us begin. From the first day, when every-

body landed for the first time in Kalkaska (trust me, there will

be many more to come…), we were on the top, from Bentch-

ing, thru Davening up until lights out (honk honk honk, we’re

the best bunk…!!)

Thinking back at the summer that just flew by, many exit-

ing thoughts come to mind. Like the time we went on a run-

away without the H.C.’s permission, and we each got

slurpees, went shopping, and oh! the water fight by the car-

wash (I won’t forget that!) We thought we were safe, but lit-

tle did we know, that we would be having a sleepless night,

because as we were nearing camp, all of a sudden, we see

H.C. Levi jumped out of his van, pull our door open, and…

BUSTED!!!!!

That was just the beginning to a smashing incredible super

amazing summer we had, and boy! will we remember it.

And on it goes. The Farbrengens, late nights, the bar-

beque, computer lab, and much much more…

Even though we are all at home now, in many different

places in the world, nevertheless we are still kept together

throughout the entire year with the things which are most im-

portant to us as proud Chasidim. Davening and learning with

a Chassideshe Chayus throughout the entire year keeps all of

us in these different places together. These things which are

our true lives are higher than time and place. Not only are

we not separate rather, we become connected. When we go

on Mivtzoim @ Flamingo, West Bloomfield and Morristown,

or learn Torah in Chicago, Stamford, and St. Paul, Daven in

Columbus, Greenwich or Milwaukee – we are united. Using

the Kochos that we have to go on Mivtzoim to have Ahavas

Yisroel, and of course learn Sefer Hamitzvos every day, unites

us all. As our Peulos unite and grow we give the Rebbe a lot

of Nachas Ruach and help bring Moshiach today.

And with all that we accomplished this summer so dear

for sure we’ll see you in Gan Yisroel next year!!!!!

Counselors Moshe Rosenblum & Meir Shmotkin 
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Tayere Tayere Bunk Bais:

Wow, time really flew by… it seems like camp has just

begun. It’s just that time flies when you’re having a great time,

especially in bunk bais!

How did it all start? Hmmm… let’s see… oh yeah! We get

off the bus, lost, confused, hungry, tired, homesick!, sweaty,

upset, thirsty, nervous, anxious etc… and to make matters

worse, we get this scary (or was it really?) speech by H.C.Y.S

(boy, do I remember that!). We unpack, eat some supper,

daven, and go catch some sleep for the long summer ahead of

us.

And now, we’re getting onto the busses to leave camp

heading towards home. But this time, we’re not lost or con-

fused or hungry or tired or homesick (only a little bit!) or

sweaty or upset or thirsty or nervous or anxious etc… (Whew!)

You may be wondering how in a matter of only 27 days all

these things changed to the complete opposite!?

Well, let me tell you a story:

Many times, the Rebbe would give one of his secretaries a

typed-up letter with handwritten corrections and additions on

all sides, to be re-typed. Once, the Rebbe called his Mazkir (-

secretary) Yudel Krinsky into his private study. He handed him

a letter as usual, but this time, it had many, many corrections

and additions, much more than usual. Reb Yudel stood there

looking at the Rebbe, wondering, how is he supposed to type-

up so much stuff? Where was he supposed to start from any-

way? The Rebbe noticed exactly what was troubling him, and

said:

“If you’ll take word by word, line by line, you’ll be able to

do it”. 

In other words, don’t look at the letter as a whole, making

it seem impossible; rather, look at one word, type it; look at

another, type it; and so on and so forth, until you’ll accomplish

what you need to. And that’s exactly what he did.

The first day of camp, many of you may have looked at

camp in different ways, like, “Oh no! Will I actually make it

thru the summer? After all, it is 27 days!!”, or “does anybody

have a calculator? I wanna find out in how long I’ll be outta

here…!”

Well, let me tell you a secret: You actually made it. And

boy, did you make it! Barbeques, runaways, carwashes, late

nights, grand grand trip, pizza parties, pop corn parties, birth-



day parties, stories every night, Sefer Hamitzvos, Shmaryonkies,

25/9, raffles, moonwalks, capture-the-flag, Shua’s birthday, Levi

Shemtov Uruguay’s birthday, Levi Weiss’s birthday, Noach’s birth-

day (ouch! My fingers are starting to hurt), and last but not least,

we won shabbos competition! And let me tell you a secret, we

were the only winners of all Shabbosim who really deserved it

(no joke). Beginning from a spotless bedside inspection, followed by a smash-

ing bashing crashing Friday night, from ‘Lecho 

Dodi’ until ‘Hamapil’, all the way until ‘Ach Tzadikim’ on Motzoei Shab-

bos, and everything in between, I’m tellin’ you, we were 150% perfect! I ac-

tually overheard someone say, “Gan Yisroel has never seen such a Chayusdike

Chevredike Chasidishe Bunk Bais. I must be dreaming”, and then, he actually

pinched himself! 

Oy, I could just go on and on… but it’s already 3:17 a.m., so let’s get to the

point.

Throughout the summer, you’ve learnt how not to look at the summer as a

whole, but rather, day by day, hour by hour, minute by minute; and appreci-

ate every second of it, for ‘there is no place like Gan Yisroel’…

The Rebbe taught us many times, how ‘every single second in this world is

very precious, especially those few seconds which you spend here in Gan Yis-

roel’.

Imagine you were in canteen, and C.M. Levi Stein tells you, “go, take what-

ever you want; but remember, you have exactly 27 seconds, and after that,

you won’t have another chance for a long time…” (That reminds me of Bunk

Beis’ nightly raffle…); you wouldn’t waste a second… 

In camp, you have exactly 27 days to fill yourself up with Chayus, a love

for the Rebbe, Ahavas Yisroel, and all the Rebbe’s Inyonim. So I hope you

stocked up enough of everything, so that it will last you at least ‘till next year,

here in Gan Yisroel’. 

One last thing, just make sure it doesn’t stop here. Show everybody at

home what it means to be the Rebbe’s Chossid, by keeping the Hachlota of

learning Sefer Hamitzvos every single day, saying ‘Horachamon… Adoneinu

Moreinu V’Rabeinu Ba’al Habais Hazeh’ in Bentching, saying Brochos from in-

side the Siddur, thinking of the Rebbe before we go to sleep, and b’chlal by

keeping the Bunk Bais spirit. Go on, don’t be embarrassed.

P.S. If you want a Yiddish copy of this letter, feel free to call 248-336-9636

and ask for Avremi or/and Levi…

P.S.S. …it doesn’t have to be for a Yiddish copy!

Your farshlofene counselors, 

Avremi Wolf & Levi Shemtov (Uruguay)
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Dear tiere balibte campers of bunk gimmel

sheyichyu, 

Wow wow wow!!!!! Looking back at the

last few weeks, boy did they really fly by

quickly. It feels just like yesterday when we

first came, but as little time as it was we really

had a blast, and learned a lot of new things.

From sefer hamitzvos to negel vaser next to

our beds, from soap football to late night

BBQ’s (that even the head counselors did not

know about!!). Thinking about how much we

have done, I don’t even know where to start.

Remember the ice skating trip, and when we

won shabbos competition, oh what a trip that

was!! we went to Glens and got soaked by

the car wash, but at least we got slurpees to

warm us up. How about braking out color

war and jumping on the trampolines. Then of

course we can’t forget the bon fire and over

night with all those beautiful songs and sto-

ries. The Hiskashrus war and the grand trip

to Cedar Point running around like headless

chickens from ride to ride screaming ‘CGI

CGI’. Although the summer is only one

month, we must apply all that we’ve learned

for the rest of the year, in order to be true cha-

sidishe kinder who will bring nachas to us,

your parent and most importantly to the

Rebbe.  

As we are departing from each other, we

would like to leave you with a short story.

This story takes back to the year of 5735 on

Tes Kislev, the birthday and yartzeit of the

Mittler Rebbe, and Yud Kislev the day that he

was released from prison. On a regular year

the Rebbe would farbreng in 770, but on this

year the Rebbe did not come down to far-

breng. The bachurim, who were confused by

what had happened, went to ask the Rebbe’s

secretaries why the Rebbe did not farbreng.

They were answered with a story which had

happened a few years earlier. There was a

boy with differences who was learning in a

certain Lubavitcher school, one day the boy



To my Tayere ziseh kinder in Bunk Daled

We aint no chipmunk weasel or mouse – bunk Kuf

Daled is the powerhouse!!!!! Yup we chanted that thou-

sands of times. I’m sitting here in the computer lab, the time

I won’t mention, sniffling and blowing my nose (I have a

major cold). As I type away fond memories come to mind,

starting with your faces when you heard who your counselor is going

to be for the next four weeks. Mendel Shemtov had the most interest-

ing one, if you don’t believe me watch the camp video. Or the time we

all stood on the beach on the other side of camp and sang “with a

tehillim” facing the lake hands over shoulders. But I’m not sitting here

so late at night to remind you of those wonderful times.

I’ll start with a story. There was once a man (we’ll call him Chaim)

walking down the street with his very good friend Dovid and low and

behold it starts to rain. So Chaim pulls out of his bag a very large um-

brella and opens it up. Dovid looks up and sees the umbrella is full of

holes, he looks at his friend Chaim and asks “why on earth did you

bring an umbrella full of holes”? “Why?” Chaim exclaims, “I didn’t think

it would rain”. 

Let me tell you a secret, one of the main reasons your parents sent

you to camp, other than to have a fun time, they want you to take some-

thing home from camp that will stay with you forever. Something that

will better your connection to the Rebbe and make you a better chos-

sid. So if you pick up this journal right after camp or when you’re clean-

ing up for Pesach you happen to see it, think of one thing you learned

whether it was from your learning teacher or just a fellow camper and

keep it with you forever. Because if you don’t, you’ll be like the man in

the rain- you came to camp but you missed the main point, you brought

an umbrella but it’s full of holes. So think back of those times we spent

after lights out learning the Sefer Hamitzvos and discussing things rele-

vant to it. Or the times on Shabbos afternoon you Fabrenged with your

learning teacher, pull out the most applicable lesson and apply it to

yourself and keep it with you forever because that’s the whole point of

camp.

Anyways I won’t say goodbye because if you look at all the other

bunks letters you’ll find out Chassidim never say goodbye. And like the

saying goes “a year is two months of camp interrupted by ten months

of Cheder”. So when camp comes around next year you’ll realize how

quick that year went by, so “chap arein”.

P.S. I am very bad with calling people (if you don’t believe me ask

my mother!) so you better call me!

Your counselor,

Raphi Steiner
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came home and told his father that he

did not want to return to school because

the boys tease him. Upon hearing this,

the father called the principle and told

him the issue at hand, telling him that he

should deal with it. A few days later after

realizing that the principle had not done anything, the

father decided to call the Rebbe’s secretaries. With in

a few minutes they had the principle on the phone

and told him if he would not deal with the issue im-

mediately, then the Rebbe would take care of the sit-

uation. After such a phone call you could only

imagine how long it took the school to deal with the

problem. Now back to our story, the secretaries con-

tinued the reason why the Rebbe did not farbreng was

because Tes Kislev fell out on a shabbos, which this

was the Bar Mitzvah of this boy and if the Rebbe

would have farbrenged there would have been a lot

of people who would have came to the farbrengen

and would not have gone to the Bar Mitzvah. Yud

Kislev, the very next day was the Bar Mitzvah party of

this boy and again the Rebbe did not farbreng for the

same reason.

The Rebbe’s schedule was a lot busier then ours,

the Rebbe met with many more  people then us, the

Rebbe received countless letters and invitation, but

still the Rebbe managed to remember each one of us

in our time of need. This story is only one of many,

the Rebbe was always looking out for everyone and

continues to do so today. From this we must learn to

love everyone and try our hardest to get along with

them. As the Rebbe writes in Hayom Yom that with-

out ahavas yisroel every thing else we do has no

value.   

Take this as a lesson, and may it be through

our ahavas yisroel that we should be reunited with

the Rebbe, with the coming of Moshiach speedily in

our days.

Your proud counselors,

Itcha and Sender

P.S. Remember: keep smiling, stop kvetching, and

make sure to keep in touch with your bunk mates and

with us.
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To the dearest Tayere Bunk Hey!!!

Wow what a summer that was

fun!!! As I sit here and try to catch

my breath after the summer run-

ning from one fun thing to the next

all those exciting days in camp

from the runaways to the trips, boating to line

up…color war…pizza party…and of course

the bunk competition trip (let me stop b4 I get

carrrrrried away) I mean THAT WAS PLAIN

OUT FUN!! Well Bunk Hey besides all that

fun we had, we must always remember all the

stuff we learnt here, and keep to all the

Hachlotes (25-9) we took here and most im-

portunely take the Gan Yisroel spirit all the

way through the entire year so that we could

always be Davening and learning with that

same Chayus and Geshmak that bunk hey al-

ways had and will always have. And Tayere

Bunk Hey we must always remember that we

are Chasidim of the Rebbe. And like we al-

ways spoke about how it’s a Zchus to be a

chosid but it’s also a very big responsibility, we

always have to make sure that we are doing

what the Rebbe wants us to do, and always

giving the Rebbe Nachas. So L’CHAIM that we

should all have Hatzlocha in giving the Rebbe

Nachas and hopefully very soon we will be

back together with the Rebbe Farbrenging in

770.

Well well we won’t say goodbye b/c “Cha-

sidim never say goodbye” but all I can say is

I’ll see you here next year and hopefully many

times b4 that… So keep up all the good work

and keep the Gan Yisroel spirit kicking through

out the lonely winter but don’t let it get to

lonely make sure to keep in touch, so pick up

your  phone and give your new friend a call,

and of course your counselor.

Always,

Counselor Mendy

……Hey is for horses, horses eat hey, we

are the horses so get out of our way!!!……
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To my Teiere Chevreh Sheychyu, Bunk Vov;

I’m sitting here in a corner of the A frame, trying to come up with a farewell

letter to our bunk. After some attempts, I’m starting to come to the conclusion

that it’s not going to work like this. Meaning, a farewell letter isn’t quite possible.

How can I say farewell to Bunk Vov?!

It says in Hayom Yom that Chasidim never say goodbye. Now how can that

be?! We see for example, that every year at the conclusion of Tishrei when the

guests that came to spend Tishrei with the Rebbe, the Rebbe would come out of

770 in order to say farewell; to see them off!

The Rebbe explains that we takeh physically separate ourselves. But that’s just

in order to get closer. It’s just like a kite. The more string you give it, the further it

goes, but at the same time, it picks up strength. 

This is what it’s all about.

You see, coming to camp its jut like giving the kite more string in order to go

further high up. We leave our homes. Some of us are very exited, others are quite

home sick, it all depends. But all in all we all come here for one reason and one

reason only. To fly stronger. In other words, to go back home with more chayus

than what we came with, and in a much higher madreiga. 

That’s what camp is all about. Yes, we are allowed to have fun. We have to

have fun. This is what it’s all about.

It comes to my mind a story I recently heard. It so happened in the earlier

years of Camp Gan Israel in Swan Lake, NY. The camp director, Rabbi A. Shem-

tov was walking around camp’s grounds. When suddenly he passed by the base-

ball field, he saw a camper sitting and learning Mishnayos Baal Peh. He wrote this

story to the Rebbe, saying that Mishnayos Baal Peh was stressed so much in camp,

that kids were learning in middle of sports, adding, that he didn’t approve of such

behavior. Do you know what the Rebbe’s answer was?!

The Rebbe answered “V’nachon Hadovor” (this is the correct attitude), that

while playing sports they are supposed to play sports, and when they learn they’re

supposed to learn. Meaning there’s a time for everything. 

So when we have fun, we have it in a Chasidishe way. For example on the

grand trip, the Kidush Hashem that we made was impalpable. We even heard

Krias Hatorah right there in middle of Cedar Point! And when we told the peo-

ple at the roller coasters that we can’t take off our Yarmulkes because were Yid-

disher Kinder, what greater Kiddush Hashem is there?

And believe it or not, all the sports that we played, the songs that we sang, the

Farbrengens we had, the late nights, bungee-jumping, pizza party. Not forgetting

our trips, Starting from the grand ice-skating, canoeing; (tipping in order to ‘save

another canoe’) and sleeping on dirt. (I think they call it a overnight or something

like that.) And last but not least, our trip to see-the-point. (Standing on line for 2

hours and finally for some wacky reason deciding not go on the rollercoaster). It’s

all in order to help us develop and get a Geshmak in Davening. (“vos zol men ton



as es davent zach

nit”…)

So when we

all go back to our

dear homes, lets

not leave behind

any of the things which we

accumulated and gained here

in camp. (Besides for all the

laundry that we ‘by mistake’

are leaving here…)

Take for example Mivtzah

Sefer Hamitzvos. We al got

from camp the Sefer with our

names imprinted on them

with a chart in order to know

when and what to say every

day. B”H we managed to do it

together almost every night.

Now it’s up to you to keep up

the Hachlotah, and do it every

single day (or at night for the

next day).

This is just a mere exam-

ple of something which we

accomplished this summer

and will help us in the coming

year to strengthen our

Hiskashrus to the Rebbe.

Wow! Now I finally get

it… meaning, it’s not really a

farewell letter. It’s more like a

‘recap letter’, mainly putting

all of our accomplishments

into one letter, helping us con-

centrate out energies in order

to bring Moshiach right now!!  

Your ‘inspired’ counselor,

Moishy 
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Bang-bang-bang… We’re Bunk Zain and we

roar like a lion raaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!

To my Tayere campers and dear friends,

I am standing on line for the Dragster after

supper thinking of the time that just flew by and

that in just a few days we are all leaving, I’m reminded of all

the fun times we had together from the run away when we

“almost Davend” near the train tracks when the van broke

down and then we made our own fire. I remember the time

when we roasted marshmallows on our own private bonfire,

I am reminded of all the fun times we had together, it sad-

dened me greatly to realize that all this is over and we will

soon have to take leave of each other back to our regular

school life.

As I’m thinking of the past, the campers and staff around

me break out in a loud resounding recitation of the twelve

P’sukim, I awoke from dreamland and I realized how proud

I really am to be a yid and especially a chossid of the Rebbe

and I can recite words of Torah proudly on the line for a

rollercoaster!!!

There is a story told about a person that bought a train

ticket and when he came on to the train he realized that the

color of the ticket was different than those of his fellow pas-

sengers. So quickly he crawled under the seat and hid from

the conductor. When the conductor came onto the train he

saw his Tzitzis sticking out from under the bench, he angrily

ordered him to show his ticket immediately and the conduc-

tor was surprised to notice that he had a 1st class ticket!

Every single one of us has a 1st class ticket!!!

We have to be proud of it!!!

Show it off!!!

Brag about it!!!

Take full advantage of it!!!

And let’s make sure we all find ourselves comfortably

seated in our FIRST CLASS seats, ready to greet the Rebbe

and go out of Golus.

And don’t forget to make yourselves heard, because

we’re Bunk Zayin, and we roar like a lion!!!

With much love

Your dear counselor Mendel

P.S. don’t forget to keep in touch!

BBuunnkk

ז

Dear camper of

Bunk Ches!!!

You may be read-

ing this on the plane

going home, or

maybe even around

your Bar-Mitzvah. Let’s try to go

through some memories, (and

you’ll fill in anything that comes to

mind in between the lines of this

letter). Remember that first early

Friday morning wake up… ending

with a stop at the gas station!!! (So

exciting!!) Then on to runners-up

for the very first Shabbos… Not to

skip out the trips, like playing Sim-

ple Simon Says in the river by the

overnight!!!... and of course on to

a smashing 25-9 campaign… re-

member to keep it up throughout

the year, in Moscow, Sweden,

Ohio or New York… (and for the

rest of the cheer, even in Florida,

Wisconsin, Cincinnati or

Tampa…) remember who won

that set of Rambam?... ANY-

WAY… I think we’ll move on to…

you guessed it…the winners of

Bunk competition 5766!!!!

After all that, I think it would

be good to keep in mind that all

the excitement and fun is to give

us a Chayus that only camp can

give in our Davening, Bentching

and of course our Ahavas Yis-

roel… like the Alter Rebbe says in

his Hakdama to Tanya, that what

we give to others comes to us in

return in a double measure…

Poshut, do it, with the Chayus of

an Eved  Ne’eman!!

Your dearest counselor,

Chesky Thaler

BBuunnkk

ח



To the most favorite bunk in camp,

I’m sure you all had a most exciting and enjoyable month in bunk Tes. It’s real hard to be-

lieve it is now all over. This month passed by in a blur, it most definitely was very productive

both in ghashmius and in ruchnius.

I’m sure you’ll remember all the fun things we did. (I’m not going to mention when and

where you will find this journal since I’m sure it’s already been mentioned one time too many in this jour-

nal).

Starting with the camp trips, going biking, survival, and our 2 run-always, in regards to the first one we’ll

never really know what was going on. As for the second runaway the next day we sure had blast going

bungee jumping in the mall with Best V.D.R.G (where is my toad). The night survival with “Albert”, get-

ting special attention from HCYS at Kabalas Shabbos being his favorite bunk (kol dodie dofeik) going for

Shabbos Competition and “winning it with flying colors and being much better than all other bunks” (quote

from one of the HCs) as well as the trip Shabbos competition prize (together with our dear L.D. Z.D.) “busy

clean ups” (otherwise known as reville) as well as all other exciting activities and just spending time to-

gether learning how to play volley ball with team Tes always winning. It may be we played a few other

sports on the side when we had time.

One of the beautiful things about our bunk is how we had guys from all over the place. From Florida,

Texas, Ohio New York, Detroit and even Israel. We discussed many times this summer how we must be

able to appreciate and learn from each person, being that everyone has special Maalos that we can ben-

efit from.

On more serious note it is my greatest wish you guys will stay in touch with each other (especially with

your counselor) over the coming year. Particularly that next year many of you guys are becoming Bar Mitz-

vah and hope the bunk will share in these simchas. (On the topic of Bar Mitzvah I hope you guys remem-

ber all the things we discussed on that topic after lights out including the story of the inquisition). 

We learned many important lessons for life, things that could add a lot to our chassidishkite and being

a proud Chossid. We learned as well that we had the power, when we decided to do something our bunk

was unstoppable like by going for Shabbos competition.

As you guys all leave to go back home. Although not everyone around you will the most chassidshe

bochrim you must remember the only reason you are there is to be shliach and influence them. Like the

rest of your bunkmates are in other places around the world. Like it says in Hayom yom” a chossid cre-

ates his atmosphere”.

And as bar mitzvah bachurim now we must remember our special part we have in making sure the

things the Rebbe need to taken care of are done.

I won’t even mention to make sure to learn sefer hamitzvot every day.

You must remember that Tes stands for telephones (that make calls), for talis that means shawl, tes is

for tembel which means…, Tes is for Tefillin (well… kind of) Tes is for Techina (that tastes good).

Also make sure to remember, we never make a mess, we were one big ness, try to fress with zest and

most importantly WE ARE THE BEST!!!!!!!

Although it is very hard I must now wish you all the very best next year in cheder as well as in all

things you will do in your coming years in yeshiva as bochurim. We must make sure we’ll keep in touch.

I’d like to thank you all for being in my bunk I really enjoyed being your counselor.

Your Friend,

Leibel Kudan

BBuunnkk

ט

Dear Bunk
Yud-

This is the
oldest coun-
selor in
camp, talking
to the oldest bunk in
camp. Boruch Hashem
we can say that from the
first day we came to this
camp where we were
holding by one level, and
now through those long
and Geshmake
Shachris’n, and those
‘Farbrengen’s’ after lights
out and after Seudas
Shabbos - the bonfire we
made without the Head
Counselors permission
(ha ha ha) - whenever
you’re sitting at home and
Davening comes hard, or
Yeshiva seems just not to
go - think of those enjoy-
able times you spent here
in this camp - Davening &
Learning, and all around
being like a Chossid is
supposed to be.

This year in camp
there was a special em-
phasis on learning Ram-
bam. Therefore, as your
counselor, I sure hope that
you - as bochurim from
the oldest bunk in camp -
realize the importance
and therefore will con-
tinue throughout the year
and most of all giving the
Rebbe Nachas by fulfill-
ing the Rebbe’s Takkonos.

Your counselor,

Maier Kopel

P.S. Between me &
you, guys, WE’RE the one
that had the best summer!

BBuunnkk

י



Hey guys!

WOW!!! What a season. With all the drama of a real pro sports league Camp Gan Israels’s Summer Sports
Program was a highly intense well coordinated Sports Tournament.

Split in two Divisions, Bunks Aleph-Daled and Hey-Yud, each league produced an extremely talented Cham-
pionship team proficient in all-around athletic abilities. After one day of exhibition the camp was split into teams
based on talent ratings as observed by the coaches. The names of the teams: Chrein, Chumous, Chatzilim and
Herring for the younger Farbrengen League. Cities in which the Rebbe dwelled Nekalayev, Yaketrineslav, War-
saw, Berlin, Paris and New York made up the Older Division League. Regular Season games followed showing
which teams would dominate and which would not. 

In the younger division Chrein showed an early taste for victory. With Coach Raphi Steiner and Meir
Shmotkin at head Chrein was clearly destined for greatness. Meanwhile Herring with coaches Moshe Rosenblum
and Levi Shemtov displayed a shocking resolve for an advanced athletic performance. Teams of Chatzilim and
Chumous struggled to maintain a worthwhile standing. The season continued and celebration after celebration,
upset after upset the playoffs were set. Chrein led the pack but…LOL!! Chumous came in at a shocking second
place with Herring and Chatzilim trailing. Playoffs brought Chumous defeating Herring to face Chrein who dis-
qualified Chatzilim in the ultimate showdown of Sports Domination. The situation was set. Chumous would face
powerhouse Chrein in a show-all tell-all game of soccer.  That’s it. It’s over. Chrein defeats Chumous in a shock-
ing blowout. Congratulations Raphi Steiner and Team of Chrein. Till next year.

In the older division Berlin and New York struggle to establish dominance. Yaketrineslav maintains a solid
standing. With the remaining teams of Paris, Warsaw,   and Nekalayev showing signs of team mismanagement
and overall failure. Comes playoff time and Berlin is the league leader with Yaketrineslav and Berlin trailing.
Warsaw squeezes themselves into the playoffs with Nekalayev and Paris disqualified by default. Yaketrineslav
and Warsaw quickly dispatched by the two remaining superpowers of Berlin and New York. Showtime for the
Showdown! Berlin with Coach Mair Kopel Vs. New York with Coach Mendy Wolff. This was it. The zenith of
the Sports Summer Program. The culmination of a full month of competitive battles for victory. The war would
be a war of basketball. Guest Referee: No one but HC Yitzy Steiner would do. Come game day….the apprehen-
sion in the air was palpable. Players were jittery and Coaches were high strung. It was a day for the ages. Game
Time. New York defeats Berlin 34-16. Yay! New York Coach Mendy Wolff commented after the game “it was
tough but we came through”. 

You know I learned something this summer. It’s not the size of the man in the fight. And it’s not even the
size of the fight in the man. It’s the size of the fun in the fight that determines the CGI 06 Detroit victor. 

Till next year. 

Program Director, 

Levi Perlmuter

Younger Division Teams:

Chrein

Chatzilim

Chumus

Herring

Older Division Teams:

Nikolayev

Yakatrineslav

Berlin

Warsaw

Paris

New York

Champions:

Chrein

New York





This was the best summer of my life. There were

Trips, Color War, Shabbos, and learning. I met new

people from Sweden, New York, Tennessee, and more. I

had a great Counselor Sender Gordon & Itchy

Schanowitz, and I also had a waiter named Itchy.

Breakfast, lunch, and dinner were great! Sefer

Hamitzvos after lights out was pretty fun.

Gan Israel Detroit made this the best summer of

my life and I will never forget it!

BBeennyyoommiinn  KKeellllmmaann,,  BBuunnkk  GGiimmmmeell

I like the activities. My favorite sport is racing. The

Farbrangins are so fun. I wish I could stay longer in

camp. I loved color war. We had the best Head Coun-

selor. And the best regular Counselor. Itcha & Sender

are the best. I liked the bonfire. A few days ago we had

it. I love Shabbos. It’s the best day of the week. It’s so

relaxing. I love camp Gan Israel. I am for sure coming

back next year.

AAnnoonnyymmoouuss

I LOVE GAN ISRAEL!!!

ZZaallmmyy  DDiicckk,,  BBuunnkk  AAlleeff

This is my first year in camp and I love it. The

Chasiddishe environment is great. The activities are

great with all of the Chayos and excitement. You just

can’t miss a summer.

SShhaalloomm  BBeerr  RRaabbiinn,,  BBuunnkk  TTeess

Hi, my name is Zevi Rosenblum. We had the best

Head Counselors, especially Shimmy Susskind. What’s

good about this camp is that it’s not too many kids

like other camps that have 500 kids in camp. But in

this camp every single kid knows what’s happening. So

anyways I’ve got to go.

Bye!

ZZeevvii  RRoosseennbblluumm,,  BBuunnkk  CChheess

My name is Chaim Yitzchak Polter. I have never

seen in my life such Chayos that I have seen in camp.

After every meal we sang “Shaluchay Adinanu”. And

by color war we added more Chayos. After color war

we take garbage cans filled with water and pour it on

the judges. Camp was so fun with color war, trips, and

other things. Good Bye!!!

CChhaaiimm  PPoolltteerr,,  BBuunnkk  DDaalleedd

Camp was lots of fun, the activities to learning,

everything about camp was great. The trips were fun

and color war was amazing. I learned in learning

classes Mishnayos. Friday night was lots of fun. In

color war even though my team lost it was fun doing

plays and to learn about the two different teams. The

runaway we went on was a lot of fun. The late night I

had with my bunk was fun, we played a game of vol-

leyball. Camp was lots of fun. I might come back next

year.

MMeennddeell  RRaappooppoorrtt,,  BBuunnkk  GGiimmmmeell



I love camp. It is a blast. My counselor is nice. My

team won color war and it was fun. My waiter would

do everything for me. The grand trip is coming and I

am so excited and that’s about it.

MMeennaacchheemm  SShhmmuucckklleerr,,  BBuunnkk  DDaalleedd

I Learned in camp to learn Sefer Hamitzvos and to

do what you have to do even if you don’t like to, and

also to Farbreng.

MMeennddeell  LLiittzzmmaann,,  BBuunnkk  DDaalleedd

I love camp I wish I could stay. My favorite part of

camp is the activities. Color war was very good. I

learned Mishnayos Brachos in learning classes. The

night out was really good.

EEffrraaiimm  AAnnddrruussiieerr,,  BBuunnkk  AAlleeff



I was in a pretty big dilemma, time was ticking away and

I had to make a decision if I would be a staff member in Gan

Israel Detroit this summer. My brain was driving me crazy,

telling me that wherever I go the grass would be greener in the

other side.

Boy, was I totally wrong! The grass in Gan Israel Detroit

is very green. (although they don’t have to much grass,… you

get the point) in other words, I had an amazing summer in

every aspect. From being a learning teacher, to a lifeguard and

just simply having fun with everybody.

Remember the staff play “get out of my house!!!”? Or,

what about the overnight chasing away raccoons, or maybe…

“I love you, I love you, I HATE YOU!!!”?.

This was my eleventh summer in camp. NEVER! did I feel

such a warmth, and chayos in a camp like this summer.

I would like to thank all the staff, campers, and everybody

in camp for giving me a summer I will NEVER forget.

Mendy Gurkov

Would you believe that Kvutzah Alef ate 789 jelly beans

this summer??...

It comes to the end of the summer and I am talking and

laughing with kids I now know so well. Now as I am typing I

am sitting by my self thinking and remembering the first day of

camp. At that time I was wondering what kind of kids I will

have in my learning class, will they behave or not…  However,

now at the end of camp I am no longer wondering, now I know

that in my learning class I have  the most sweetest 8 kids in the

entire camp. I am remembering all the jellybeans (34 flavors!!)

that the winning team got at the end of each learning class, the

farbrangens that we had every shabbos with the soda and the

chips, and all the bees in camp would come to join our far-

brangens.  And  remember the pictures of the Rebbe that we

got for best behavior, the tickets for the raffles, the learning

trips, winning Talmud hashovuah and the storys we heard, all

the fun we had during the second hour playing kick ball hear-

ing storys…  with kvutzahas beis and hey. And remember

when we had a blast when we went on a “sneakaway” to the

survival site (don’t tell Benyomin Einstien and I’m serious) and

we ate nash and heard some great stories about Shloma Ham-

elech and the Rambam.  But lets not forget about the learning,

remember we learned about the Rambam and his seforim, we

learned about shema in mishnayis like when you can read un-

till…, davening, shemone esray, halacha, hanhagas harebbe

and the greatness of a Rebbe..  And don’t forget what’s the first

thing you do when you come to a word that you don’t know

what it means??? I hope at the end of the summer I don’t need

to write the answer to this question now. And I can, and I do,

say (or write) this with all my heart, this was the best summer

of my life. And I hope yours too. 

P.S. Don’t forget, no what if’s.

Your learning teacher 

Sholom Kass

To the best most amazing and wonderfully exiting

Kvutzah Yud Gimmel (and those who were in our kvutza in

the beginning and had to leave for technical reasons (we

missed you!))!!!



You guys were totally smashing and enjoyable to teach!!!

(most of the time at least), and I hope you guys keep it up dur-

ing the rest of the year, (and at least when your in school,

cheder or even mesivta, try to remember to take your medica-

tion before class starts, your teacher might just appreciate it).

But Mr. . . . .  it was the Rebbe who instituted to learn

rambam every day, and last time I checked, it definitely was

not yet inscribed onto the rambam’s Matzevah!! But it’s a very

original idea, and who knows, maybe some time soon it will

be! 

I hope you guys have a Shnas Hatzlocha and grow up to

be true soldiers in the rebbe’s army.

And by the way I still haven’t figured out where you guys

were trying to run away from or to, or why you were too scared

to go without me, but I hope you enjoyed the quicksand and

the lake and the story of Bomba!

Always Bored and Clowning around Disturbing ab-

solutely no one! Every Five minutes Ganging up He’s In  Joy-

ing Kicking his Legs Mysteriously sand starts to surface on the

table. Now and again Oops he accidentally on Purpose looses

his balance! Quaaaaaaaaaaa ????????????????????????????? Right

away Saying sorry To no one in particular. Undermining his

Voice With X Yet another Zzzz (good night).

Don’t even try to think, caz this isn’t C”V about any of

you of course.

Anyway guys, all (attempted) jokes aside, have fun, enjoy,

be good, be well, be ha?ve, and most importantly -- BE AND

KEEP IN TOUCH!!!

Your learning teacher

Eli Rapoport

Oooooooooooohps! I almost forgot: Levi Mishoulovin,

how many years ago was that?



of Bunk Daled

Chaim Polter – a detailed schedule of what were doing for the next month 

Mendel Vogel – a heater so that when he wakes up in the morning it should be

warm

Tzemach Weg – a more comfortable picnic table outside

Mendel Kagan – more papers to keep

Mendel Schmukler – an invention that allows the bunk to hear you and not the

counselor (especially by laundry) 

Eli Israel – his own professional basketball team 

Zev Lipsky – a mechanism that automatically makes your cubbies neat

Yisroel Lifshitz – a sound proof room he could scream Davening in 

Mendel Litzman – 5 more cubbies for his nosh

Mendel Shemtov – a party tonight





Bunk Vov

Menachem Dorfman – “Can I go play tetherball?”

Mendel Namdar – “Do you have Mayim Achronim?”

Ben Weiss – “I don’t get the time I need for clean up.”

Levi Greenberg – “In the gemorah it says”

Tzemach Shemtov – “Can I please go to the bathroom?!”

Nachi Smatana – “I call the shower first!”

Yanki Werner – “Quiet!, I need my sleep.”

Moishe Kalmanson – “Don’t mess with the moishes!!!”

Mendel Bergstein – “It’s just not fair”

Moishe Shemtov (C) – “Vhaloi vhaloi’ & ‘is this an old age home’?

Staff

H.C.L.T – “Ostego County Sports Plex of Recreation”

C.M.R – “Space In”

H.C.Y.S – “Yitzi won’t make a Kuleh, cuz Yitzi cant make a Kuleh!”

V.D.R.G – “I found my Toad!”

O.M.L.F – “This is a recording.”

L.T.M.G – “Get out of my house!”

C.M.W. – “3,2,1 Freeeeeedman” 

H.C.S.S. -  “It must be silent (Shhhhhh)”

L.T.D.S – “� � �” 

C.A.W. – “I have fever, I can’t go!”

C.M.S. – “Attention Moishy Rosenblum!” 

L.D.Z.D – “Staff (Please) BE QUIET!” 

L.T.Y.B – “ZzZzZ, YAYA, shtark, yaya”

C.L.K – “Tehei Shnas Florida” 

K.M.S.P – “Crust and Sauwwwwwce”

Bunk Tes

D. Litvin – “Holy Potatoes” 

M. Ciment – “I’m first in the shower”

M. Biston – “I’m so tired”

V. Rozler – “Shuki could I play your DS” 

Z. Muskal – “Someone stole my picture!” 

A. Korf – “You just think that because you’re fat”

L. Mangel – “ZzZzZzZzZz….”

S.B. Rabin – “Whhooo!!!”

R. Polter – “Hello!! This is crazy!!”

M. Shemtov – “Whhaatt!?”

B. Paltiel – “NU!! Put on your Yamuka and Tzitzis”

S. Lipsky – “I miss my cat”

D. Liss – “Kol Hamispallel….” 

L. Kudan – “C’mon guys, we’re wining bunk competition…”





Bunk Vov

Dov Yehudah – Optician

Ben Weiss – Mivtza Rambam Manager

Menachem Begstein – Detetctive

Moishe Kalmanson – Owner of Noshworld

Nachi Smentana – Head Shliach of Kalkaska

Yanki Werner – Rosh yeshivah

Tzemach Shemtov – Owner of a Mikvah

Menachem Dorfman – Owner of a sand factory

Mendel Namdar – Camp Mashpiah

Leivy Greenberg – Psychologist 

Counselor Moishy Shemtov – Still collecting Maaser

Bunk Tes

M. Biston – Still in bed

M. Ciment – Still in the shower

D. Litvin – Head of Mosad

V. Rozler – Owner of Radio Shack

Z. Muskal – A Librarian

A. Korf – A Money Maker

L. Mengel – A Computer Hacker 

S.B. Rabin – Owner of Nosh World

R. Polter – Bukey B’Shas

M. Shemtov – A Mashpia

B. Paltiel – Principal of Ohelei Torah

S. Lipsky – Owner of Petsmart

D. Liss – YBC Director

L. Kudan – A Shliach



...Camp cook Eli didn’t know how to cook pizza?
...There was a Shmaryonkee every week?
...It would have rained on the overnight?

...There would be no 25/9?
...Camp got rid of the bees?

...Webster actually didn’t come back this year?
...There was Night Activity every night?

...The best bunk could daven in the freezer truck?
...Canteen had free refills?

...Ted and Bob would really donate AC in every bunk?

...Camp would get new curtains and a working mike?
...The bonfire would not have collapsed?

...The judges were really old ladies?
...V.D.R.G. would find his toad at the car wash?

...Einstein could invent robotic staff?
...The one of the Leagues Team names would be “corn-on-the-cob”?

...The PA in Oklahoma actually worked?
...The Computer Lab computers would get updated to Windows 98?

...The Tether ball pole would not have collapsed out of breath for a week?
...Campers would also get Kugel and Cholent and soda before bedside inspection?

...The bikes would have 140 Horsepower engines (and bike horns)?
...The arts’n’crafts project would be wireless?

...There would be no Souvenir Journal?





My first report, Wednesday night, Rosh Chodesh Av

Hi Mommy! I can't believe I did not see you for a whole

day! I miss home already! But don't worry, the staff are telling

me that it's going to be a smashing summer, so I guessed that

would mean without getting hurt. Don't ask why. Anyway, they

brought us for some reason to the wrong side of camp, so we

ended up walking to the other side because it was getting late

and the busses would not have made it – you should have seen

what that curvy road to the other side looked like! So, next

thing we came into the Shul, where we were split into groups.

First a head counselor spoke. Then some other head counselor.

Then another. Three heads. Whew! What a speech! I was hold-

ing already at the edge of my bench when they stated to call

out the bunks! Now let me tell you how my counselor had to

come in: he tumble-sauced three times, made two headfirst

double-backwards flips, jumping on the shoulders of the wrong

staff member, clapping his hands, running like a wild chicken,

jumping over benches, screaming out loud (why?), plus all the

staff were cheering him on like they bet on him. What a coun-

selor. He took us to a room called a "bunk", being that it this

room where we are sleeping (if we do that here) and there are

only ‘bunk’ beds in there. We unpacked my 8 suitcases of

nosh, played tetherball, and right before my turn they called us

to Minchah. The announcer on the PA person is crazy too! He

was counting the numbers backwards from 10, and when he

got to one, we all had to be in the Shul. The head counselor is

a scary looking person (he even has a chin coming out from his

beard) Then we went into a ranch called the "A frame" to eat

supper. My waiter told me that the head counselors wear

masks on the first day, so I should not be scared. I hope he's

right. In middle of eating my pizza, someone made a Siyum

HaShnaps since it's the 9 days, then we benched. Oh, you

never saw me Benching so loud and clear. Because of me, we

got and extra 1/8th of 6 ½’s of 12/5 of a point! Then we Dav-

ened Maariv, watched a video of the Rebbe and said Krias

Shma. I have so much to write just about today, but the PA an-

nouncer person said "10 minutes to lights out", and I gotta go

to my "bunk" to discuss the cheer for our "bunk" - to show the

world how crazy we can be after Bentching... don't even ask...

Alright - Good Night! 

Friday, Gimmel Av – My first "Bunk Trip"

Hi Mommy! You won't believe this: (One of my many)

counselor(s) woke us up early today, and sent us in the van

(obviously after getting dressed, brushing teeth, saying Bro-

chos, eating nosh, washing my face, kissing the mezuzah and

scratching my nose on my way out) and we went to a lake to

Daven Shacharis & eat breakfast, and then (with the food still

digesting) went to bungee-jump! Except the food part didn’t

know how to bungee-jump so well, so he stayed at the bot-

tom, you know? The funny part is that the head counselors did

not know about it! When we came to camp, LD Zalman Deren

sent us straight to learning class! The bad news is, that HC



Shimmy found out! Don't ask. It's too scary. Or maybe not. We

had fun, so I guess it was good after all! I'll be sending you a

letter with 13 lines (read between the lines) this afternoon and

fill you in with the details. Please send more nosh and 8 new

pairs of pants, ‘cuz I exceeded my dietary expectations and so

did my cubby-sharer. Good Shabbos family!

P.S.: Did you send me some nosh? All my bunkmates got

already 13 letters or packages, or both, since camp started! 

First Shabbos in Camp

Wow! What a Shabbos!

It all started by Minchah, when HC Shimmy said that we

will be competing on Shabbos. It was called a Shabbos com-

petition. I only found out that it was for the best bunk (well, the

one next to me) that competed! Or whatever that means. Any-

way, we had a beautiful Kabolas Shabbos Chazzened by our

very own Van Driver Reuven Giter, headed by HC Yitzi Steiner.

That was some Lecha Dodi! You would have never imagined

in your entire life-span time that I would have ever Davened

and sang so nicely! The counselors and staff all joined us in

singing. It was just out of this Shul! Or even better, out of this

World! Following that was our Shabbos meal, with HC Levi

Teldon getting us on our benches over and over again with the

many Lebedike Niggunim! That was just something. We fin-

ished at 12:01 in the morning!!! I stayed after for a very short

Farbrengen with Masmidim Learning Teacher Mendel Shemtov

who was celebrating his birthday with camp. He told us many

stories of the Rebbe. Then I went to sleep. Shabbos morning, I

got up as usual, at 5:00 am (too bad there is no tetherball on

Shabbos) patiently waiting until breakfast. We were all called

into the Shul, where LD Yudi Shmotkin taught us Chassidus

faren Davenen. The Aliyos for Krias Hatorah were auctioned

off by HC Levi, and we were able to buy an Aliyah for a staff

member of your choice through Mishnayos Beal Peh points. I

bought an Aliyah for two gold’s and a red (it’s worth like 10

freezepops and a can of diet-coke and I think a Mike and Ike

too), and gave it to HC Levi himself! HC Yitzi ran the Shabbos

meal, and following that we Farbrenged with our learning

teacher. After that I went to learn Mishnayos Beal Peh and

ended up with a closet full of nosh being that MBP Director

Benzion Shemtov had a store where we could have "bought"

nosh depending on how much MBP we did! After Minchah we

had Shaleshudos with a premiere of Shmaryonkee. Don't ask

what that is. Basically, it's a group of crazy staff members that

act out as - themselves. It was very funny though! Motzoei

Shabbos the head counselors announced the winners for Shab-

bos competition (not after those crazy staff members inter-

rupted them with crazy song from when I was a kid, mom) in

order to hear that the bunk next to me won! The winners were

bunk Ches, and the runners up were bunk Hey! The good news

is we had a late night, where one bunk was playing volleyball,

and the other basket ball. Gotta go, it's getting late! Oh, and

thanks for overnighting the nosh! I knew I can count on you. I

just don't know where can I store those 4 boxes of

popcorn/potatochips/twizzlers&mike'n'ikes! 

Sunday morning, 5 Av

Hi folks! Today is (so far) a regular day. We woke up at

5:00 am to play tetherball, not after running over and splash-

ing my friend's Neggel Vasser, making a Bore Nefashos on the

4-pound noshbox you sent me, and, because of Ahavas Yis-

roel in the 9 days, waking up all my bunkmates to join me in

the game. For some reason all the staff are singing songs with

the words "25", or "25-8", or "25-9"... I guess this issue with

numbers like the PA guy is a staff-wide problem! My bunk-

mates told me it's because today is the Color War breakout,

and it's 25 years since they started this whole Color War thing!

I'm so excited! Because, if I ever told you, I love color war.

Anyway, rest period is over, I gotta run to my second activity.

Bye bye!

Sunday night – Ice Skating!

I thought something was fishy. At the end of the second

activity today, instead of going to Learning Classes, they sent us

to the Shul where LD Yudi Shmotkin ran a General Learning

Class. It wasn't raining, or snowing, or anything like that. Then

head counselor Yitzi came in, and tried to continue the general

learning class, but it wasn't working. So he right away covered

up by telling us that we are all going ICE SKATING!! We Dav-

ened Mincha, and went onto the busses. And, if that's not

enough, for the first time in the history of CGI Detroit, we went

to a local trip on COACH BUSSES! We arrived at the Ostego

County Sportsplex, where we lined up, lowered (or raised) the



'flag', said a Perek Tehillim for Eretz Yisroel, learned a Hayom

Yom for the FIRST time about the spark of Hashem in every

piece of food that gives you the real energy, and in we went to

the Sportsplex where a awesome supper was quickly setup by

Kitchen Manager Schenur Perl and the waiters, prior to enter-

ing the skating arena department. The staff kept on singing this

"25" song over and over. We skated for a long time, thanks to

ECAD Zalman Schapiro. All the staff, even the head staff joined

us on the rink. Wow, was that a trip. We came back, Davened

Maariv, and went to sleep. I'm still trying to figure out what's

this 25-9 all about! Well, I think I'll have to 'sleep' on it. Good

night! 

Monday, 6 Av 5766 – Mivtza Rambam introduced

Oh wow! What a special day in Gan Israel – I can feel it

in my socks! Enthusiastic Davenings, eggs and breakfast for ce-

real, Holy macaroni learning classes for lunch, exciting sports

leagues and activities (including baseball, volleyball, basket-

ball, hockey, oh yes gaga, arts and crafts, biking, and survival

for supper!) Then the most spontaneous event in the national

history of my lifespan took place – we were dismissed to our

night activity places in the Shul – but there was no night activ-

ity!! Instead, the Shul was hanging upside down with red and

yellow curtains and assorted decorations that plastered my en-

tire bunk's bench and domain, including my counselor’s visi-

bility level. The staff were singing their head off flat on key the

whole time to the tune of “25-9, 25-9, 25-9!” I finally figured

it all out when the head counselors explained us how some-

thing very special is happening in Camp this summer – we’re

gonna be celebrating the completion of the 24th cycle of the

study of the Rambam (I think that means the My Mammadies

in Hebrew or something), and starting the 25th bicycle this

coming up week! There was even a real live 16 speed 64mb

horsepower bicycle on stage to raffle off for all participating

campers! Basically, being that the Siyum is in camp, the staff

are making a big deal out of this 25 thing, and each and every

one of us received our very own set of Sefer Hamitzvos with

our name in it – including me!! Each night my counselor

teaches me the Daily Mitzvah(s) before we go to bed with our

flashlights, and the next day when I do a lot of nothings by rest

period, I take a quiz to see if I remember the daily mitzvah, get

myself hanged on a giant sign on the wall of the dining room

by my name, and get in to raffle tickets for that 6.3 mega pixel

water-bike and sets of Rambam too!! Did you know that I

learned in camp to do two things at once? Look – now I will

know all 613 Mitzvos by next year, while simultaneously at

the same time do something that unites all Jews around all over

around the whole round world with Hashem – study all as-

pects of His laws at the same time many other Jews are study-

ing the same thing – get it? Can you join me too?! I’m sure we

have a Sefer Hamitzvos at home online and I’m sure you can

find out how to use it – because I’ll be home next month I

think! I gotta go learn that awesome Mitzvah stuff now! Have

a good night! 

Tuesday, 7 Av 5766 – Heatwave

Weeew! It was boiling hot today – it must have been at

least 90 degrees celsiheit! I heard there’s a wave of water and

heat coming directly to camp today. That’s why I got a free

freezing ice cold water bottle for free, plus free refills – if I de-

cide to fill it up again from the freezing cold delicious well

water in the sink that comes from the camp lake! The bottle

even had my very own name and bunk handwritten on it by a

label, and ten numbers, so each time I emptied the bottle into

my stomach I checked off a number and received a prize when

I finished ten bottles – a freezing cold bottle of water!! (Was I

not supposed to refill it with soda?) Then the counselors started

spraying each other up with water and super-soakers and

super-soaked in their clothes! The whole camp got involved

for a Grand Organized Chaotic Grand Waterfight!! Water bal-

loons!! Bathing suites!! Sprinkler systems!! Water!! (I’m still

drenched as I’m writing this to you 7 ½ hours later Mommy)

Even my (water) shoes became a water holder dispenser! You

should have seen my counselor try not to cry with laughter

when my whole bunk splattered him with ice cold beverages

down his back and on his nose!! All of a sudden it wasn’t so

hot anymore, so we cooled down for learning classes and re-

tired for the day. After Lineup, we went to the basketball field

and Davened Mincha, because they wanted to break out color

war in the Shul. In the end, since there is no Color War this

year, they changed it to a Masmidim Play. Wow - was that

some acting! I'll tell you about it when I'll call home. It was

awesome! Mommy I’m having so much fun – can we move to

camp? See you tomorrow! 



Wednesday, 8 Av 5766 – Recuperation

This morning I felt all clean after showering with soap and

shampoo as opposed to balloons and sprinklers. I drank at least

a bajillion gallons of water (why is there a squiggly red line

under that positive numeric estimation in my word docu-

ment?). Then, in the heat of lunch, staff got appreciated with an

appreciation of a staff gift. They were so well behaved when

their names were individually announced with all the prefixes

and titles and honors and name tags – they clapped loudly and

sang songs for each other like there was no tomorrow, except

there really was a tomorrow and I was starving for rest period.

Oh – they each got a gift or garbage bagged wrapped beauti-

ful customly made and wrapped state of the art navy blue

100% cotton and like ten percent cashmere camp logo with a

zip up sweater attached, plus – it’s just the beginning – a navy

grey scarf with a logo on the bottom, or the side, or the top, de-

pending on which way you wear it. I guess the head staff felt

that they deserved to wear them in this heat. I ended off the

day with large quanititudes of water and freezepops in order to

last strong supplies for tomorrow’s fast day. Plus the pizza was

out of this world right onto my shirt and pants!! It’s a good thing

my counselor said that bunk laundry is coming up. We sat on

the floor and ate eggs before the fast remembering the destruc-

tion of our holy temple in Jerusalem hoping that my Davening

and learning will bring about the rebuilding of the third Beis

Hamikdosh very soon, and then went to the Shul to sit on the

floor again to recite Eicha and Maariv. No beans this year! Next

year with beans!! 

Thursday, 9 Av – No.Break.FastDay.

Guess when I fasted ‘till? – all the way until breakfast! In-

cidentally, Break-fast is spelled that way, apparently. So, where

do you want me to start with? My socks tied around my bed as

a sign to wake me up in the morning for cocoa club? My learn-

ing teacher? The jaw breakers in the canteen? Thank the One

Above for the laundry department center. My shirt kept getting

stuck to the ceiling when I would try to throw it into my laun-

dry bag. There are no rules of gravity in camp, obviously. That’s

why the staff flew up to the baseball field for the camper-coun-

selor baseball game without no explanation, except that they

were fasting. It was neat to see slip on slippers and water shoes

miraculously become major league cleats, on the mound and

in right field. Professional announcements and real live broad-

casts and sound affects on the PA were brought to us by “The

Home Depot” and “25-9”, proud sponsors of the official CGI

Softball League Semi-Finals Conference of Bats. You should

have seen the staff make professional, experienced, amazingly-

talented bobbles and bloopers and errors. They must have re-

alized what power-hitters sluggers and clean-up sweepers we

were, and were trying to forfeit in a moral and ethically polit-

ically correct way. It was obvious we were going to win against

them, so we did!! Like 68 to 3!! Nice game. We had snacks

while the staff stood on in utter drooling and disbelief. We

Davened Mincha really hard that the staff should feel better.

The Tropicana and homemade chocolate covered cookies

were a life-saver for their systems. And then, in the middle of

a silence exercise – I was introduced to my very own custom-

made-on-camp-premises laminated Birchos Hashachar and

Krias Shema card that I can use in camp and at home (and

when I sleep in the woods)!! Please have a prominent place to

hang my chart in my bedroom prepared for me when I make

my grand arrival home in like what – 2 ½ months or some-

thing? I got dismissed to rest for the night from those cookies,

but not quite yet! My bunk got to clean our hands with soap

and fold the Challah for Shabbos, while simultaneously deco-

rating our faces with flower in honor of Shabbos!! T.G.I.F. to-

morrow and we’re taking a swim and a shower! Good night! 

Friday - Learning Trip

What another unbelievable fun day today! I heard my

name announced as one of the campers who excelled in

Learning Classes and will be going on the ‘learning trip’! We

packed onto the bus and slammed right in to the indoor roller

rink and swimming pool for indoor skating and swimming!!

You should have seen my Learning Teacher trying to skate in

his bathing suite! Then we came back to camp for a lunch and

clean up for Shabbos – an amazing experience! The staff got us

to be so Lebedik and energetic like a cold freezepop while

singing and dancing at the same time!! My bunk is going for

Shabbos competition big time! (b.t.w. there’s a bicycle hanging

from the A in the A-frame – I think it’s for the winner of the raf-

fle for the Sefer Hamitzvos campaign. I can’t tell you how I

found out.) 



Smashing Shabbos - Second week

What a smashing Davening and chocolate cake for break-

fast! I even looked in-side my Chumash the entire Krias Ha-

torah and received a prize!! The meal was phenomenal and

so were the cold freezepops my counselor got for my entire

bunk! We sang and ate to our stomachs delight for hours on

end, until we had learning class Farbrengens and my learning

teacher told us one juicy story after the next! I did tons of Mish-

nayos baal peh and got tons of nosh! We had a smashing

Shmaryonkee for shalosh seudos – remind me when I get home

and I’ll tell you the whole thing. And guess who won Shabbos

competition?! Bunk Gimmel were the runner-ups, and bunk

Yud and bunk Tes were the winners!! It’s not over – instead of

being dismissed straight to bed, we were dismissed to get our

flashlights and sweaters for a grand BONFIRE!! What awesome

piece of art, flames sparkling in to the ashes and fireworks! We

sang songs and ate marshmallows until I realized it was getting

late and I should get some sleep before I maybe see you to-

morrow! 

Sunday - Visiting Day

What? Today is visiting day?! I think that’s when you get

visited by tons of assorted nosh, cheesecakes and fruity peb-

bles, brothers and sisters and pet dogs. The canteen was sell-

ing pizza, onion rings, hot pretzels and hotdogs and French

fries like hot potatoes. There was even two larger-than-life

moon inflatabounce rides that were like moon walks! I nearly

made two head-on mid-air collisions with my counselor and

nearly landed in the lake on top of some visitors taking their

visitees out for a boat spin. To top it all off, the staff prepared a

very dramatic traumatic staff choir, to the beat of “Hey-dum-

diddle-dee-dum”, flat on key with the rhythm of “I’m a hip-

popotamus”, to the tune of “Bubbies boarding house”, while

harmonizing the song of “One is Hashem” and “boom-bada-

boom-bada-boomba-boom-badada…” and “Haveinu Shalom

Aleeeeeeeeeichem” – truly an everlasting unforgettable mem-

ory of life experience. Like 30 staff members visited me and

took me to the canteen for free of charges, except I think they

had to pay for it, apparently (free refills didn’t really work). By

supper the staff went ballisticly bananas – screaming COLOR-

WAR and BEEVO BEEVO BEEVOWAK, but to no avail since it

was just a fake breakout which I knew the whole time. And

then for night activity we played this silly game when the

chairs are supposedly supposed to make music, like musical

chairs, and when you run out of chairs to sit down on you’re

out and you win a prize?! Like, come on!? Tell you more to-

morrow! 

Monday - Siyum HoRambam

Finally! 25-9 IS HERE! Tonight there was an awesome set-

up in the dining room, with real live colored table clothes dec-

orating the cups and colorful napkins. Plus a program menu

guide to make sure we knew we were eating mushroom &

onion soup as opposed to the pineapple and strawberry desert

or the franks in blanks for the appetizer (although personally,

the franks in blanks was really my main course as opposed to

the rice, pepper stew and french fries I had for desert). On the

maim head table there were two sets of Rambam being auc-

tioned off or something to the winners of the raffle for those

which take the daily Sefer Hamitzvos Quiz – winners are…

Ben Weiss of Bunk Vov and Elchonon Chaikin of bunk Ches!!!

I was expecting them to lower the bike from the ceiling, but

they raffled off a different vehicle that was wheeled in instead,

and the winner is… Levi Deren of bunk Alef!! The Camp

Rabbi, Rabbi Lifshitz made a superb spontaneous Siyum com-

pletion on the spot in front of everyone’s eyes, and we all sang

“U’mala Haaretz, Deia Es Hashem, like a fish covers the sea”

and learned a beautiful new song written and composed espe-

cially for our Siyum in Lubavitch City by our very own dedi-

cated staff member of Masmidim Fitche Rabin!! It was beautiful

to see the whole camp sing together. We then watched a spe-

cial video presentation showing how the Rebbe made a Siyum

in his house!! Then we actually rendered our very own rendi-

tion of the Daily Mitzvah as planned in our bunks under our

pillows and bunk beds with our counselors and fell fast

asleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep (I just dozed off with my finger on the

e key)… 

Tuesday - Beevowac

BEEEVO BEEEVO BEEEVOWAK! BEEEVO BEEEVO

BEEEVOWAK! That is how I was rudely interrupted from my

short sleep. Apparently the head counselors had a real live ar-

gument broadcasted live over the PA system and broke out the



canoeing trip and overnight instead! So we quickly packed our

complete overnight kit site bags, including loads of sunscreen

in case the bonfire would get too hot, sauerkraut and diet

ketchup to munch on in the event of a tipped canoe, and 7

triple AA batteries for my sleeping bag (and a sweater of

course). We then ran to the Shul for Shachris and then a quick

breakfast and before I knew it we were standing in front of the

Manistee River in our bathing suites (the younger four bunks

went rowing down the lane with bowling balls instead of an

ore in place of the river). I’m telling you – rowing for 3 hours

straight is really really fun! My bunk ate an average 6.8 hotdogs

and hamburgers on the Richter scale each! Singing camp songs

around the glowing fire was really inspiring and uplifting – just

like my stomach. I slept in the dirt in my sleeping bag for nearly

5 1/2 hours until the bonfire got suffocated by the staff who

conked out in it after being up the whole night to guard us from

the cold, friendly raccoons who shared in our marshmallows,

and beans. ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ. 

Wednesday - What a day!

I was awoked to the sound of my friend’s foot in my nose,

and my counselor snoring by the other bonfire site. I packed

my garbage bag into my sleeping bag and Off, and velcroed

my slippers to my camera and flashlight. The fire was put out

by sand and water, and that’s it. We Davened bright and early

in the morning with birds singing harmony and the smell of

breakfast as the background music. (Bunk Tes left in their own

4-wheel-off-road-15-passenger-van back to camp early in

order to participate in the special Hanachas tefillin Ceremony

of Refoel Polter of Bunk Tes!) What a breakfast deluxe!! Ap-

pleboppers and cereal for milk, scrambled eggs and chocolate

milk and OJ and cheese were just some of the breakfast com-

modities the staff cooked and defrosted on premises! Some of

the staff were still fleishigs for whatever reason I can’t think of,

and invented an original imaginative recipe of stir-fried eggs

and bite-size hotdogs (they must have stayed fleishig for a re-

ally long time after that one). We boarded the busses and ar-

rived back in camp just in time to take a shower and change

into fresh non-toxic clothing and take a well deserved nap in

a, well, rather clean bed. I jumped up by lunch to a finish off

with regular day in camp, but was surprised to learn that it was

Menachem Mendel Rappaport of bunk Gimmel’s birthday –

and HC Levi Teldon’s birthday all on the same day, at the same

time (maybe they’re brothers?). What a day!! I can’t wait to tell

you all the things I’ve learned here! 

Thursday - Staff Play

Good Morning! Today is Zevy Shusterman of Bunk Yud’s

Hanachas Tefillin Ceremonial Gathering – Muzzel Toff! A

Smashing Shachris pursued, and so did my energy to receive

pictures of the Rebbe as rewards for Davening and Bentching

and learning nicely, all placed in my very own custom made

Photo Album! The weird thing was the Shul got locked from

the inside for the rest of the day… could it be colorwar? Maybe

a staff picnic? I’m just a bit foncused. Those staff always keep

me in funspense. It couldn’t be the staff play - ‘cuz after sup-

per and a silence exercise we were dismissed to our bunks to

get a sweater and a flashlight for a Grand Bean Hunt – left-

overs from the overnight may I suggest. But then we were dis-

missed back to the dining room for what – canoeing courses?

Finally after Maariv we were relieved from the suspense ‘cuz

it really was the staff play! We watched the staff playing Sefer

Hamitzvos for bak-set ball, canoeing on the stage in the lake,

singing spanish gospel songs while escaping from brainwash-

ing each other or the Marranos of her Majesty the Inquisition,

since the Shliach was the Pedro, and many other adventures

that showed us how not to get nispael, or influenced for that

matter, from anyone around you – and to the contrary, to influ-

ence them in head. 

Third Shabbos

What a smashing kadoozer wopper shabbos we had, with

Bunk Beis and Bunk Zayin winning Shabbos Competition. I

would write more but I have a toad stuck in my throat since I

was playing in the awesome man-made river on the steps of

the A-Frame and I’m currently receiving therapy in the infir-

mary. Sorry. Mommy.

Sunday - Color War Breakout

Oh yes! When I awoked this morning, like, I was already

bouncing and jumping to the roof of a giant bunjee jumping

course trampoline in Traverse City – ‘cuz bunk Beis and Bunk

Zayin won Shabbos Decompetiotion! Then we arrived back

straight in to the A-Frame (ouuuuch!) right on time for the



Learning Class’s test which I passed with flying colors! After

lunch was the grand camp picture production with real dis-

posable and also non-disposable cameras! We received our

camp t-shirts for the occasion and were told to keep wearing

them for the rest of the day, since the donors of the new bunk

houses on camp grounds will be coming soon for a pop-by.

During activities the office managers walked around and of-

fered us founding campers the opportunity of a lifetime to have

our name engraved on a plaque in the new bunkhouses for just

one dollar, so I put down both my name and my counselors

nick name for just two bucks a piece!! THEN, IT HAPPENED.

REAL LIVE DONORS AND SUPPORTERS NAMED TED AND

BOB ARRIVED TO CAMP IN STATE OF THE ART MODERN

1970 FANCY CARS!! They shook the staff’s hands and sur-

veyed the potential area of groundbreaking and cornerstone

opportunities and really liked it so they decided to donate a

cornerstone and a cut ribbon to the ceremony – plus some sort

of AC system for next years bunkhouses. Apparently however

they were just kidding, ‘cuz they scream out Color war! And

I’m still confused about if they really supported the bunkhouses

and the breakout and what’s gonna be with my 2 dollars?! Back

in the Shul we got split onto teams after being explained the

two themes – Eved Neeman and Eved Poshut – and watched

some really hilarious staff make a fool out of themselves and

each other at the same time! I better get some sleep since I tied

a sock around my bed to help me fall asleep to help me wake

up earlier tomorrow morning to learn Mishnayos Baal Peh! I’m

bed tired!

Monday - First Day of Color War

I woke up this morning to the smell of my friends razor

sharp sock falling on my head, he tied it there in order to in-

crease the chances of waking me up to get out of bed in order

to study some Mishnayos by heart. I doubled my quota twice

and earned some extra points for my team. When I walked into

the Shul I was taken aback with surprised eyes by the interior

decorating skills and techniques the staff were able to profes-

sionally produce, I mean maybe we should get them for our

house! The blue team even had blue decorations! And so did

the red team, except they had red decorations. We Davened

really hard for those Laffy Taffy’s and Mike’n’Ike’s, and watched

two Halacha Lectures on the topics of Loshan Hora and not

carrying on Shabbos. After breakfast we had a short learning

class and then team time where we were taught a song that

sings about our teams theme speech (we received sugar for that

as well). And then lunch, and then our theme song presenta-

tion retaliation rendition in front of the whole camp – includ-

ing the judges and Webster! After that we played awesome

relay ray races matches against the opposing winners to shed

those sugar grams we devoured throughout the day. We even

Davened Mincha in the basketball court due to some Arabs

and robots roaming around the Shul. Basically, the team of

Eved Poshut brought out their theme by displaying a show

about two Israeli soldiers who are told to go on a mission and

not to touch the trigger before a certain time without under-

standing why in heavens name not to; they almost do due to a

close call, but it could have turned out to have been friendly

fire since the enemy were partially hidden over ground under-

ground Mossad agents like the FBI CIA Special Swat Forces

Unit. The team of Eved Neeman expressed their theme by a

play demonstrating the chilly Cold War, where America in-

vented robotic soldiers via a space-out named Einstien to re-

place humans, Russia finds out and stops them, but America

replaces the robots back to humans anyways, since they just

follow orders without a heart or a head of their own. I literally

fell asleep head first into my bed on my head.

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ… 

Tuesday - 2nd day & Grand Sing

Someone woke me like a log of wood with a B-2 Super-

Negel Soaker –Vasser X2100 right on my upper nose – exactly

where I had been sleeping just moments before. I staggered to

lineup, one of the largest I’ve ever seen in my lifespan. We did

some really live Pesukim and Davened Shacharis like a neon

green Zours amongst ten Twizzlers. Then came two Halacha

Skits on the theme of dispensing saliva during the Aleinu serv-

ices on the Shabbos, and bowing and knee-buckling by

Boruch-Ata-Hashem in case a tree passes down and away. By

team time we repracticed our theme song like a Bajillion times

just in case we forgot it, then our Purim and Chanukah Lebe-

dike Niggunim, and finally our Alma Matters, just in time for

our outdoor-takeout-drivethru-to-go-chinese-lunch. We played

some hectic tournaments and recreational sports and races and

finally got dressed in costumes for my favorite part of Color



War – THE GRAND SING! Team Red was dressed as tourists

lost around the world and team blue got dressed back in time

in ancient Egypt! The A-Frame was spectacular!! There was a

real live ‘Big Ben’, ‘Leaning Tower of Pizza’, ‘Eiffel Tower’,

Globe, Backdrops, Double Decker Busses, Nile River, Pyra-

mids, Mummy, Sphinx, Royal Chariot, Palm Tree and Judges

Table!!! We sang and danced and laughed the night away with

song, dance and freezepops and heard all about our themes

from the judges, theme speeches and theme songs! It was so

uplifting, to hear a Grammen on my counselor and watch a

Rosh Hashana/Yom Kippur/Simchas Tora Cantorial Davening.

We even got to stay after the Grand Sing Festivities and sit

around in a circle with our staff and sing one song after the

next. All in all it was a fantabulous Color War!

Wednesday - Lazy Day

Today is Lazy Day, except only until lunch. After

Shacharis, a short breakfast and Learning Classes, we got into

line to hear the winners of Color War! “Really both teams won”

the judges could be seen rehearsing. “We still haven’t figured

out how one team had 7/12’s of 5/8 of a ¼ of one ½ a point

more than the other team, but it’s currently under investiga-

tion”. Yeah right. “the winning team…of Hiskashrus war…

5766… is… none other then… Vayehi Bimay L’hoidois Uli-

Halel… the team of AVODIM!!! (is that corn or what?!)… the

winning team of Eved Ne’emon!! SPLASH!! SHPRITZ!!

SPLOSH!! SWIM!! I’M DOING THE BACK-STROKE IN THE

FLAGPOLE AREA!! At least I drenched the Judges and the Gen-

erals and all the staff, and I understood both themes and will

apply it to my lifehood!! The rest of the day went on suspi-

ciously normal until night activity when I sensed that some-

thing was up the NAD’s sleeveless pants! During Brother’s

night, he questioned the Steiner Family and somehow

squeezed out of HC Yitzi that tonight we would be spending 6

hours on a GRANDTRIP TO THE BUSSES! We’re going to

sleep only to wake up a few hours later… 

Thursday - GRAND TRIP

Armed with my camp cap, camera, sweater and 25 cents,

I boarded the most fanciest First Class USA Coach Busses in

the World, equipped with light fixtures, interior curtains and

an indoor restroom. I put my head down for just one second

and picked up my heavy head at none other then… CEDAR-

POINT AMUSEMENT PARK – AMERICAS ROLLER COASTER!

FOR JUST ONE DOLLAR – YOU CAN BE A WINNER and stuff

like that!!! We Davened a smashing Shachris, and thanks to

the Dedicated Staff had not only Sugar Cereals and chocolate

milk, but freezing cold apple & orange juice and piping hot

scrambled eggs as well!! We entered the park and sang many

songs like “Gan Yisroel”, “Listen Listen every Jew”, “Who

knows One?”, “I’m A Jew and I’m Proud” etc. on all the long

lines for rides such as the “upside down and only 7 cork-

screws Raptor Roller Coaster”, the “not so upside-down but

standing up sideways Mantis Roller Coaster”, the “accelerate

to 120 MPH in 1 second to a 90 degree angle 400 feet in the

air and then go down at a 90 degree angle”, “the tallest, the

fastest, the biggest drop, the sharpest angle Roller Coaster” – all

nothing in my eyes (since they were closed). The scariest ride

for me was the Ferris Wheel, since it got stuck while I was up-

side down on top and had no one to sit next to (and watch the

Head Staff go free-fall bunjee-jumping at the top of their lungs).

For lunch we had our personal custom pre-packed-with our

name on it-6 course lunch box, including 3 choice sandwiches

out of, tuna fish, egg salad, peanut butter, peanut butter and

jelly, just jelly, American cheese, sliced vegetables, cookies,

noodle salad, Laffy Taffies, and a personal bottle of water. We

went back into the park for more nauseating fun and carousel

rides and returned just in tine for a smashing Mincha and BBQ

with amazing hotdogs and buns and ketchup and mustard and

relish and pickles and soda and ice and potato salad and fresh

salad and apple juice and forks. Back into the park for no-lines

rides, I managed to go upside down 319 times in under 1 ½

hours!! When I returned to our outdoor-indoor dining room

and Shul there were chips and salsa and cookies and drinks

waiting for us to devour which we did. We ate Maariv, said

Krias Shema, and boarded the busses back to camp after the

most amazing Grandtrip ever!! 

Last Shabbos in Camp

This Shabbos was like a piece of schnitzel covered in

ketchup!! It was AMAZING!! I got myself to cry 6 times

throughout Shabbos bye the Goodbye parts of the songs, as

well as when my friend spilled the entire serving bowl of

Cholent and beans on what’s left of my Shabbos pants (don’t



worry, it tasted fine with some mustard). We blew the roof off

the A-frame and Shule until we actually saw the bare rafters

and A-frames with that song “listen listen”! And a little pet

midget shamaryonkee even came to entertain us like a hole in

my nose. After Maariv, Havdala, the video and Krias Shema,

the winners of Shabbos Competition were announced- Bunk

Daled and Bunk Vov! Then the staff had a collective respective

nervous breakdown of songs and meshuggas before they an-

nounced the winners of Bunk Competition 5766!! The winners

are … Bunk Ches!! The Runnersup are… Bunk Hey!! Every

bunk had a latenight and a late night (or morning – Bunk Yud?)

in order to be more overtired for the next day…

Sunday - Camp’s on trips

If I were the president of this camp, today would be called

trip day. ‘Cuz like every kid went on a trip or got a prize. There

was Bunk Competition trips, Shabbos Competition Trips,

Learning Class Trips, Talmid Hashavua Awards, and Trips to

the Canteen and back. I’m all tripped out. I can’t leave camp

or get on another bus for a while, so I may have to stay here

just a bit longer, like till Shavuos perhaps or something. Please

send Cheesecake in the mail. My counselor said he will not

eat it. Period. Unless it’s good. Good night.

...Monday...

Today after breakfast we went to the mikva in the lake and

sat down to right a Pan to the Rebbe at the end of the summer

with all my feelings and hachlotos. We packed our bags sob-

bing all over the bunk like a bunch of bananas. I picked up my

Arts n’ Crafts project, all my lost and found, my prizes for Mish-

nayos Baal Peh, and finally traded all the doubles of pictures I

had until I finally got the whole set! – I’m so proud of myself!

And then the Banquet! What an event! Awards! Prizes! Songs!

Soup! And then… and then… we lined up for the final flag-

lowering and line-up for summer 5766… sniffffffff…ahhhhh-

hhh…sniffellllllll…huffy…puffy...Goodbye Gan Yisroel…

farewell to those wonderful times…how much will I miss

what…I’m leaving behind…I’m making a promise…your les-

sons I will not forsake… a much better person…of me they will

make…the summer has come to an end…on to the busses the

campers ascend…see you next years Gan Yisroel…



Mivtza Rambam theme song

T.T.T.O. Nigun Me’nikolayev (Heichal Neginah 34/10)

Strewn about and scattered,

Amongst the worlds’ societies,

There dwells a lone nation,

So feeble and so meek.

Like a sheep amongst the wolves,

She struggles to survive, 

And awaits the day,

Geulah will arrive.

The Rebbe comes along

With a call to one and all:

Let us join together-

From the big to the small,

Let’s concentrate our energies,

Through Achdus  Yisroel,

Learning all the Mitzvos as well.

Ten years it took the Ramba”m,

To complete the task at hand,

To prescribe the oral Torah from the start to the end,

Through learning some each day,

And completing in a year…

Surely Moshiach will appear.

Rebbe!

Tayyere Rebben’yu,

How can I attach myself to you…?

I will do as you say…

Beginning with Ramba”m every day,

Imploring from Hashem to heed our cries,

And finally I’ll see you with my eyes…

Throughout all the songs, learning classes,

speeches, color war, and overall days in camp,

the message definitely came to mind, “to

strengthen our connection with the Rebbe”. 

In camp these things seemed pretty simple,

it  was the atmosphere 24\7, we sang about it,

heard about it etc. However, as we come home,

and we are about to face the long winter months,

how do we keep up the message that meant

so much to us in camp? How do we keep

that fire of “to strengthen our connec-

tion with the Rebbe” ablaze?

The answer lies in the Rebbe’s

words: “אז מען טוט, איז מען מקושר” (“When

you do, then your connected”). By now the point

is clear; Sefer Hamitzvos is the way! By doing

what the Rebbe wants from you specifically, tak-

ing a minute or two of your time to do Sefer

Hamitzvos, even though your counselor is not

reading it for you every night, that is definitely

the way to keep yourself in tune to what really

counts, our connection with the Rebbe.

Join the world in

completing 25-9!



“Rock, stick, log, branch, bush, hole, ditch, tree.”

It is biking activity, and you are shouting out the various

obstacles that you come across.

The logic is that by shouting out what you see in front of

you, the rider behind you will know to avoid that same obstruc-

tion.

The problem is that sometimes this system can be a bit

confusing. Due to the complex nature of the English language, it

is not always clear what you are supposed to shout out. For ex-

ample, if you see a piece of a tree on the ground. Is it a branch,

stick or a log? What if you happen to come across a indentation

in the ground? Is it hole, pit or ditch? And if there is a small tree

blocking the path. Is it a tree a bush, or shrub?

In an attempt to find a solution to this mayhem I consulted

a dictionary.

According to the oxford:

A stick is a short slender branch or length of wood.

A log is a unhewn* piece of a felled tree. 

A branch is a limb of a tree.

A hole is an empty space in a solid body.

A pit is a large deep hole in the ground.

A ditch is a long, narrow excavated channel.

A shrub is any woody plant smaller than a tree

A bush is a shrub or clump of shrubs

A tree is a branched perennial plant with a woody, self

supporting main stem or trunk.

I’m sure by now you realized that the dictionary was not

the way to go, as the definitions are too vague and redundant.

So what is the solution? What is a good system to have a

safe and enjoyable ride?

As of yet I do not know. I leave that up to you, the reader.

Let me know what you think. You have one year to come up

with a viable suggestion.

Good luck,

Zalmy Kass

P.S. don’t forget to wear a helmet.

*If you are wondering what “unhewn” means, then you are

out of luck, because I was wondering the same thing, and to my

amazement found out that it did not exist in the dictionary. Go

figure.



Did you ever wonder how many “A”s were in the A frame? Or how about how many tiles there

are. If yes, then this article is for you. We have compiled a extensive list of all the A frame trivia.

Here goes.

There are:

9 A’s

1710 tiles

104 wood panels on the ceiling

24 windows (not including the door)

12 windows in door

7 doors

12 power sockets 

1 exhaust fan

22 coat hooks

4 speakers

6 fluorescent fixtures

24 fluorescent bulbs

2 chandlers

12 incandescent light bulbs

324 bolts

*These figures are not guesses or estimates. They were actually counted. And therefore are

exact. Of course there is the human error factor. However being that we employed an expert

counter, one who has much training in these matters, we feel that are correct as can be.



- 323 square feet of pizza sold 

- 2.2 miles of Fries 

- 125 Wizbangers sold in 4 days 

- 1007 Chocolate bars sold 

- 4492 Mike and Ikes sold 

- 6.326 gallons of oil went through the deep fryer 

- It takes the average kid 4 minutes to fill out the canteen sheet 

- 1 postcard of camp sold [and it came back to camp]

- Staff did not write down 10% of what they bought in canteen 

- The Canteen manager gets an average of 3 hours of sleep a night [in the can-

teen] 

- The average staff member spent 65 Hours in canteen and ate 98% of the time 

- The highest bill in camp was $504.29

- Canteen did not make any money

* These figures are rough estimates at best. They are not necessarily accurate. At times the staff do forget to write their bills. It is not on purpose- it is a

mistake. And besides the point that you stand there by the door to make sure that everyone really wrote down their bills, so do think this gross forgery is

taking place. And also if you fracture in that horses have no feathers you would see that your calculation of ten percent is totally inaccurate. Unless you

are trying to say that the mice are staff members. In which case the head staff erred because they did not buy extra small sweaters. Which brings us to the

next question. Do mice wear sweaters? And if yes what about scarves? And do you know that mice are related to gerbils? Which my cousin had three of

until they died of old age. Just like the caretaker of the building. Who had red hair. And red is certainly closer to fifty percent. So it turns out that you ow s

thirty percent.

Head Counselor’s bills:

Shimmy- $503.01

Levi - $340.56

Yitzi - $9.23



To our dear and beloved campers,

About our dear office which we leave behind with
mixed feelings, a feeling of relief, no more having to fight
with our dear copy machine, which all staff has come to
know and love. For example right now at 3:17 AM before
the grand trip. There are 5 copy jobs still waiting to print,
totaling a few hundred pages. And everybody who
pressed print on all the computers around camp were
waiting for their pages to come out. Color War totaled
pages in the thousands of every color imaginable, kovt-
zoim, Mishnayos Baal Peh all added many hundreds to
the number. As I sit here now checking the total amount
of copies made in total on this machine it says that there
are 135,874 copies made since the beginning of the sum-
mer and there are still a few days left. My only relief is
that the journal won’t be printed here. Our PA which we
have come to enjoy talking and expressing our feelings
(positive or negative). All campers and staff, paging each
other and no we can not page during meals, learning
class, or after lights out. Our computer being used by all
the devoted staff in camp at all times for every project
which is urgent. Unfortunately our computer can only
handle doing one thing at a time. Cleaning up the office
at night, and finding when I come in, in  the morning it
has been used by 8 other staff members for 10 different
projects and they all left their papers and garbage all
over. Selling hats and yarmulkas through our office, with
people driving us crazy about buying, returning, and dis-

counts. Our unofficial, lost and found taking place and
cluttering our office. Packages (record 30) mail (record
50) and e-mails (record 150) being sorted and delivered
daily. No offence to parents, but boy did you strain our
backs (literally). Slicing, trimming, laminating, folding,
ripping, copying, punching are just a few side things that
took place over here. Song sheets designed and printed
here at well, still printing a half hour into Shabbos. And
to avoid all questions, yes PA minutes are the same
amount of time as “real” minutes. Most of the time any-
ways. Yes, and this all happens in that tiny little office. 

But in truth we loved every minute of it and would-
n’t give it up for anything in the world. We spent time
behind the scenes, and every minute was well worth the
effort, watching everyone enjoy it. And in reality we will
miss our dear copy machine, and computer (slow but
trusty). I will sincerely miss all of the campers and hope
every one will keep up everything they gained here “until
the whole world becomes Gan Yisroel”.  

And well now as I am trying to finish up about one
hour after I began, LT Yudi Browd comes in with another
genius idea for the grand trip. And now the head staff
wants signs for each bus. Make that print job #’s 6 and 7.  

We will miss you all and hope to see you next year!

Your office managers,

Shalom Klein & Levi Freedman



It’s 2:00 in the morning and as my pen hits the paper to write
this letter tears flow from my eyes all those hours that I spent with
all of you Tayere Campers in my van screaming “WHERE IS MY
TOAD” on the top of our lungs, in the air bungying to shomayim,
smashing in to tires going go karting, Slurpees in 7-Eleven, getting
soaked by the car wash at 3 or 4 in the morning, jumping up and
down singing by your shabbos table. It’s all in the past and I can’t
believe it’s over. But Tayere Campers we’ve got to find a way not
just to keep this all as a part of history but to take something posi-
tive out of all these great experiences and let it impact each and
everyone of us.

For example, I was very touched and inspired when at 3:00 in
the morning a camper in his pajamas left the van in to the cold
night to wash negel vasser because he wouldn’t drink the slurpee
before doing so, it would have been a lot easier and no one would
even know if he just had the slurpee and not washed negel vasser.

So getting back to all, those great memories……

Hey Bunk Aleph, remember getting our slurpees at 4:00 in the
morning. On our way back to camp we were told to duck in the
van. Then suddenly we see lights of a vehicle approaching our van.
It was H.C.L.T. giving us a yelling about leaving camp. As if it was-
n’t enough that we had to get out of the van onto a dark road in the
freezing cold night, we couldn’t even keep our slurpees (i.e. they
were thrown on the ground by H.C.L.T.)

Then Bunk Bais remember making ourselves crazy in Glen’s
stoking up on nosh.

Bunk Gimmel – Soaking our counselors by the carwash and
getting the slurpees all over ourselves on the Shabbos Competition
trip (which we worked so hard for.)

Bunk Daled – Roaming around Target with our carts, getting
screamed at by Target employees, we had less then five minutes to
get back to the front of the store, baseball glove in hand for the
baseball glove competition and winners Zev and Eli got to go into
a Grand Raffle for a POWERADE!!

Bunk Hay – We were woken up at 5:00 a.m. told to go jump

in the van with bathing suites we didn’t know what was coming. An
hour later we were in the water going to Mikvah in Lake Michigan
at 6:00 in the morning!! Then we watched counselor Mendy make
a fool out of himself in front of the whole Mall.

Bunk Vov – It was 12 midnight I make up with Counselor
Moshe that at 5:00 we were going to leave from the main side of
camp. So I’m waiting and waiting and waiting, as time tick’s by and
no one is coming. Finally at 5:40 I decide to go to Oklahoma. As I
approach Moshe’s bed, between the snoring sounds, rings from the
alarm clock come forth and Moshe is still sleeping so I woke him
up and we all had a great time going bungy jumping and watching
Moshe make 8 consecutive Kuleh’s.

Bunk Zayin – Remember!!! First the CD player stopped work-
ing, then the window wouldn’t close, and then our van stopped.
UH OH! So Behashgacha Peratis we pulled into an auto store
which told us to go to the repair shop about 1½ miles away. We
barely crawled to the shop. We davened by the train tracks and
then with our fixed van made our way over to the Lake to have
some half-cooked eggs for breakfast. Bunk Ches – Guys, you’re
truly an amazing bunk topping off the summer with bunk compe-
tition winners. I will never forget those Friday nights singing by your
table, I really enjoyed it. 

Bunk Tes – Chevra, You are really special, the Go Karting trip
was amazing you guys were so grateful and so happy with the
Shabbos Competition Trip and just to show how happy you guys
were with the trip, you guys hold the record for the most 2468’s
FOR one trip!!! LOL!! 

Bunk Yud – Remember, Learning “WHERE IS MY TOAD”
through the radio and we had the opportunity of getting driven by
our very own L.D.Z.D.

So just to end off a most memorable and enjoyable summer

for the last time in summer: "WHERE IS MY TOAD? I TOLD
HIM MANY TIMES TO STAY OFF THE ROAD, BUT HE DON’T LIS-
TEN, CAUSE HE’S A TOAD!!! (in a deep voice).



Why are my eyes

open? Who woke me up?

Don’t tell me were going on a

runaway again! (We just went on one last

Thursday…shhhh!…don’t tell a soul!!)

I think I’m getting a bit old… my eyes are

starting to deceive me. Am I seeing right? The

whole entire camp is in front of the stage with

H.C.Y.S sitting on it with N.A.D Choni Wein-

berg….huh? Don’t tell me its night activity!?

Oops. There goes my mistake again. I forgot to in-

troduce my self. You see I’m no ordinary person.

Cuz I’m not really one.. My name is Fishel. I’m a

flashlight and I’m made out of tin/metal and aluminum

put together. Plus, I’m water proof 200 ft. and I have a re-

serve light bulb on my back just in case whenever I want to

show off to my friends and stuff like that. It’s interesting to quote that

coming to camp for the very first time is quite an experience to a

young lad such as me. First let me tell you how I got my self into being

in Mendy’s (he’s my owner. You’ll find out all about him sooner or

later) possession. Oh.. It’s all coming back to me…! It all started by

me being in the front of the line on the Mag-Lite rack at the Home

Depot store. Mendy and his mother were shopping for camp. Don’t

ask me why they came to this store out of all stores. I mean, usually

before going off to camp, you pay a trip to a nosh store or something

of the sort. But a warehouse? Ok… anyhow, for whatever reason,

(now that I’m thinking, I have the stinking suspicion that they came

all the way here just for me.) they stopped right in front of me, when

suddenly, Mendy’s mother brought up the touchy issue about need-

ing a flashlight in camp. Now you see, Mendy’s mother was referring

to having a flashlight for going to the bathroom in middle of the night.

Or for learning sefer hamitzvos under the blanket and stuff like that.

But on the other hand, Mendy’s plans were somewhat different from

his mother’s. He needed me for killing flies etc. or for digin’ to china

and back in middle of learning classes, or to pound at his counselor’s

bedroom door when he’s not in the frame of mind of opening it. Or

in order to shine the light at the N.A.D’s face… (Forget about the rule

of not turning me or any of my buddies on in middle of the activ-

ity..!!) Oh! So that’s what I’m doing here…it’s in middle of night ac-

tivity! But what’s H.C.Y.S doing on stage with his brother? Oh I get it

something called brothers night. You basically harass and make fun

of and embarrass your bro in front of 200 people, and he just sits there

and shakes his head in all directions. Fact: human beings are some-

what kinda odd. Suddenly a piercing cry reaches the air…GRAND

TRIP!!! Yupikadaldoo… I’ve been hearing about this awesome trip

(which this year ain’t happening based on a conversation I heard be-

tween Mendy and himself…) for quite a while. It’s about time its hap-

pening!!! Now were did he say?! Quiet. There is too much noise for

me. Huh?! We’ll see the point?! Four in the morning? But even I’m

sleeping at this time. Ok. I knew it the whole time. I just hope Mendy

won’t take me along. I mean, what does he need me for? The indoor

roller coaster? It’s only about a 27 second ride. He won’t have time

to even turn me on (wake me up!). Well, as these thoughts were rac-

ing at top speed in my mind, it was unanimously announced that all

mendy needs to bring along is a pillow and chayus. What be that?!

Beats me. Great. No flashlight!!.(Last time he took me along this trip

called a bee-wacked, or something of the sort. Not before we had a

chance to tip 6 and a half times from our canoe. (I know i am water

proof. On freezing cold water?! Fact: human beings enjoy over-

whelming temperatures. Regarding the fact they might congeal and

become sort of frozen up.) Then moving on to… sleeping on dirt!!

Why is everyone smiling? I really don’t see fun of all this. Eating hot

dogs with eggs for break fast?! Leave that out for a second, what about

when at around 4 in the morning, Mendy’s second to bestest friend,

Eli, decided he remembered his older cousin’s brother throwing some

5 batteries at the bonfire. Causing breathtaking/awe inspiring fire

TThhee  ttrriipp  (just in order) ttoo  sseeee--tthhee--ppooiinntt..



works! (In English it’s called contaminated-toxic and deadly sparks.)

Reminiscing so, he took his flashlight and entertained the whole

campsite (including the owners of the property) with remarkable and

significant fire works!! More like a grenade attack…! Boy that was

some trip! Ever since that episode, I started keeping a low profile of

myself in camp. Only showing up when i am really needed and so

forth.) Though little did I know what was coming for me. At exactly

3:45 mendy woke me up. That’s it. I’m condemned. This is it. I’m

coming on the trip. As we boarded the air conditioned governmental

coach busses, I felt somewhat relieved to see many of my flashlight

friends on board. I guess this might be fun after all. After saying

hamapil, (faking to say it. Like this we can talk afterwards. It always

works.) We all fell asleep (including H.C.L.T) for 17 hours. Arriving at

some island called Cedar Point. We all shout, scream daven, read the

torah… In middle of cedar point! (People were saying that it was a

Kiddush Hashem. Or something like that). Then ate a scrumptious

breakfast prepared by K.M.S.P and V.D.R.G. they said that we should

eat slowly in order for the food to digest and process properly into

our digestive system. Otherwise it will result in fatal/critical casualties

after coming out of millennium force… fact: human beings worry

about their diet only in times of danger such as this one. 

Then we were split into groups. Some were interested in throw-

ing up all of what they ate. (Including the personal-size-muffins and

the frozen-yes-from-concentrate-premium orange juice). Others opted

to go more sensible. Going to arcades and driving the people that

work at the park nuts etc. Mendy was obviously not sure what he re-

ally wanted. But one thing for sure he wanted was to buy him self

some wacky hat. From there he’ll decide what he wants. Off we went.

After buying himself some sort of light blue-cowboy hat, we went on-

line to a roller-coaster that your feet for some odd reason, hang in the

air. They say its pretty cool stuff. They say that one of the things that

make it even cooler is the fact that you wit in line for 2 and a half

hours. Plus the heat and the attitudes people are giving you because

the simple-Simon-says game is going to quick for them and the win-

ners are just because of brotherly love. That’s what everyone starts

screaming when they’re just jealous. I’m telling ya. Finally came our

turn. After almost touching the sky with our feet and kicking all the by-

standers in their noses, we touched base. What an experience. Espe-

cially to a young lad such as myself. But we were beyond doubt out

of breath and quite nauseous. So it was decided by the leader of our

group, H.C.L.T so go rest in a more relaxed ride. Hey?! Is that a Fer-

ris wheel? That’s pretty relaxing! Let’s go! Such were the exclama-

tions n’shrieks of the participants of our group. I for some oddtistic

reason had a stinking suspicion that this aint’ no ferris wheel. It was

round alright. But it had some weird shape to it. Plus, the people com-

ing of the ride looked like they just came off some ride that almost

rode them off!! Well my supposition was accurate. The ‘ferris wheel’

started picking up speed and before we had a chance to say shmy-

onky we were spinning at top speed upwards backwards and side-

ways. Like someone in the crowd put it, ‘it’s like a mixture of ‘the

mantis’ and the ‘ferris wheel’ put together. Then we made our way

running back to eat a scrumptious/personal/hand picked delicious

lunch. Back at the amusement park, we concluded that this time it

would be somewhat more responsible from our part to keep the food

in our tummies. So off we went to arcades n’stuff like that. The first

stop was the basketball shooting booth. Let me tell ya, Mendy was just

awful…! Every time he would shoot, he would miss, and more than

once, score in the net next to his, making the other guy win. After

running out of money, and putting on a cute smile. Just like Mendy

knows how to do at his best, the guy in charge (by the way, he did not

speak English) had pity on him and gave him a mini basketball. Off

we went bouncing me, mendy and the ball. Together to all the other

roller coasters. Which include the cork something and mantis some-

thing (don’t ask me what these names mean, or where they come

from.) and don’t forget the merry go round. Mendy sat on a tiger. I

would have rathered a horse. They go much, much quicker. Then

after waiting in line for almost an hour, we find out that there are some

technical and physical issues with the rolling coaster. And that’s be-

sides the fact that were an hour late to supper. We took the air lift.

(Based on my humble opinion as a matter of fact, this was the scari-

est ride after all. But ill keep quiet. I don’t want to dampen down

everybody’s high spirits.) After being ‘kindly’ greeted by H.C.Y.S,

meaning, being reminded about the rules of having fun, we were

served  a delicious and scrumptious supper of hot-dogs n’ ketchup

with a pinch of sauce. Buns were for the staff. Rumor had it… I made

a count and I came to the conclu-

sion that there were about 87

mini basket balls bounc-

ing around our shelter. It

was promptly decided to

make our way back to

camp. On the way,

Mendy finally remembered

to but me to bed. Wow. What

a day. Like none other in Gan

Izzy… 







B”H

Theme Song of Winning Team Eved Neemon

T.T.T.O. Ashreinu

One sunny Friday afternoon as Seder Niglah ends,
Meir grasps his T’fillin and L’chaims in his hands,
He hollers “Yossi” –his Chavrusah–
“Call the taxi, grab the Pushkah –
Don’t delay we must be on our way”.

Yossi’s lacking inspiration, Meir does detect,
That’s not right, it’s definitely something to correct,
His thoughts he hides till late that night –
The Shabbos candles burning bright,
When joyfully he breaks out in a song:

Ashreinu, Mah Tov Chelkienu;
U’mah noim, Chasiddim onu,
U’mah yoffoh, yoffoh yoffoh,
Yoffoh Yerushoseinu

How happy I must be, for Hashem chose me,
He gives us each a spark, of himself a part;
He sends us all a guide, the Rebbe, at our side,
As Chassidim with pride we must stride.

Ahey!
Yossele my dear, it’s not enough – I fear,
Just to act, devoid of Chayus liveliness and care, 
You must give over, your desire, what you’d like to do,
External things do not suffice,
you must involve your soul, your life,
This is how the Rebbe’s Chossid lives

Aha, hey!

And just to finish off – Meir was correct,
Without that chayus and geshmak you won’t fully connect;
If we’ll take a moments time and think of what we have,
This will lift us and infuse us with the power that we need –
Until the Rebbe’s back with us again!

Alma Matter of Winning Team Eved Neemon

T.T.T.O. Niggun Hisvaadus

I came to camp not sure of what I’ll eat,
Not knowing where I’ll sleep,
And uncertain who I’ll meet –
But now it’s over,
You’ll be with me forever,
Thank you so much Gan Yisroel

I always knew that I’m a Yid
Yet you taught me how to be proud of it
To be a Chossid you’ve shown me the way
Maintain it through gain and through pain

NOW!
I stand and salute as a frontline soldier 
Striving to bring the Geulah closer
AHAY –
We’ll keep up this fight with all our might – 
Until we see the darkness turn to light

We turn our eyes to heaven,
We beg and we pray –
To see the Rebbe here with us today….

So much we’ve had to suffer 
Can’t take it any longer
Please send us Moshaich Tzidkainu



Theme Song of the Winning Team of Eved Poshut

T.T.T.O. Niggun L'Shabbos V'Yom Tov

An Ois in the Torah all Yidden must own,
A Chumash and Siddur at work and at home;
Sefer Hamitzvos to learn every day,
For Moshiach to yearn and to pray

These are directives the Rebbe did say,
Mendeles’ thoughts go wandering one day;
Yet my mind does not understand,
The intention of all these demands

These instructions and so many more,
Joy and excitement for me they don’t cause,
In the Rebbe’s army – how can I take part
If I’m doing his work without heart

A new thought swiftly comes to his mind –
Though I don’t comprehend I have great pride;
Of such strong dedication this is a sign,
I always do what’s right

Performing the orders which I was advised
Not waiting to hear or to realize why
That is the way of an Eved Poshut
A simple worker’s life

These are instructions the Rebbe tells me
I know if I’ll follow a Chossid I’ll be
Submitting to the commander-in-chief
Moshiach will come speedily

Theme Song of Team Eved Poshut

T.T.T.O. Niggun Hisvaadus

Light through the window’s shining,
A new day’s just beginning,
I step outside, I hear a noise,
It sounds like some familiar voice.

A Niggun they are singing,
They must have been Farbrenging,
My counselor sits with a friend,
Not noticing the night did end.

“The last few days I’ve Davened, not quite as I should –
Though I know it really could be different,
I really wish to better, why?...”
As tears come to his eyes, he starts to cry…

“My friend,
We all have our own struggles,
That challenge us, each day, you must –
Write, to the Rebbe, right away!
Ahay, hay,
Pour out your heart, for the Rebbe hears, he really cares,
He lifts up the weak from despair”.

I tip toed off so slowly, deeply lost in thought –
Something new I have been taught now,
I’ll cherish this forever,
‘Till again together,
Here, Gan Yisroel, next year.







Standing Side by side
(Tune of Kanei LeShimcha (Avraham Fried))

Standing side by side
Tears well up in their eyes
Each unaware that the other is there
Whispering a silent prayer

(Staff)
“Dear Rebbe, I want you to see
The children you entrusted to me —
Each one a jewel so precious and rare
You have placed into my care…

“To live with you every moment
Is the message I’ve tried to impart
To bring you lematah, together with us
Each of us doing our part…

“Now Rebbe, the summer is over —
Now that my shlichus is through —
I ask that the spirit of Gan Yisroel
Continue in all that they do!”

(Campers)
“Dear Rebbe, I’d like you to see
How much Gan Yisroel’s changed me —
I’m closer to you than ever before
Connected forevermore…

“My counselor, your shliach, inspired me
With true dedication and love —
His friendship I’ll treasure forever
How can I thank him enough…

“Oy Rebbe, your Gan Yisroel
Will always find place in my heart
Its chayus and warmth will remain with me
Its lessons I’ll treasure and guard!”

(All)
As the crowd in the Ohel does grow
Mendele turns to go
As he leaves, he sees a familiar face —
Camper and counselor embrace

“Goodbye, Gan Yisroel
Farewell to those wonderful times
Your memories will always be part of me
Oh Gan Yisroel, goodbye”

At a Farbrengen
T.T.T.O. YALEH

At a farbrangen Levik did stand 
Gazing at the Rebbe l’chaim in hand
With love and care the Rebbe turns to him 
The connection to the Rebbe it feels so real

A glowing smile from the Rebbe he received

As a dollar in his hand was placed carefully
Near the Rebbe like a child at home
Attached to his father with all heart and soul

Today Levik cries with bitter tears 
I cannot see the Rebbe L’matoh with me
Rebbe oy Rebbe I need you so near 
These dark days I just cannot bear 

Oy vay!
Retzoineninu Liros Es malkeinu,
We have nothing else but Nesi Doireinu
Our t’filos and bakoshos are for one goal
Yearning to be back home

“Hinei Ze Bo” the Rebbe did say 
We know that moshiach is coming today
For then our father we will see
The Rebbe L’matoh b’guf gashmee 

Standing in line
Tune of Achas Sho’alti (MBD)

Standing in line, deep in thought
Reliving a summer he’ll never forget
Those few weeks that he did spend
To him, so much they meant

Starting with the brachah he received
From the Rebbe, before he did leave
In camp, with the Rebbe living always
By Yechis and bentching each day

Those farbrengens we had
The hachlatos we made
The songs that we sang
In my heart will always remain

As he passes the Rebbe
His voice chokes with tears
“Rebbe, oy Rebbe
Thank you for a summer so dear”

Alone as a camper
Tune of Sharm El Sheikh (Ron Eliran)

Alone as a camper, I stood on the side
The fear of my first year I just could not hide
But warmth of their friendship, in joining the games
Their spirit engulfed me, a part I became

The chayus at bentching,
each day with the Rebbe at our lead
Chassidishe surroundings, inspiring me
Ahavas Yisroel, the flag flying proud in the breeze
Where else can I find this — oh, how can I leave?

The new things I’ve learnt here mean so much to me
Without Gan Yisroel, oh, where would I be?
Dear friends that I made here, I can only cry



The end is approaching, I must say goodbye

“Goodbye Gan Yisroel, farewell to those wonderful times
How much will I miss what I’m leaving behind
I’m making a promise, your lessons I will not forsake —
A much better person of me they will make”...

Snuggled by the fireplace
(Original tune by Mendel Shemtov)

Snuggled by the fireplace one lonely winter night
Skimming through fond memories of good times as a child
The fire melts away the years, as I find myself once more
Sitting by a fire — but this time I’m not alone

My counselor is sitting beside me
My bunkmates are singing nearby
With heartfelt concern he speaks to me
The words that changed my life

How it pains my heart to realize that
Those times are forever gone
Oh, where would I be, if it weren’t for you
Gan Yisroel — I love you!

As he sits upon the hill
Tune of Ke’ayal Taarog (Tzlil V’Zemer)

As he sits upon the hill, the camper’s mind roams free
To thoughts of a summer filled with fun
A summer, a summer yet to be
As he rises to greet the day, together with the sun
His wandering mind travels back, and camp has just begun

“I’ll play, I’ll laugh, I’ll learn, such fun will fill my day
Friendships forged, and friends anew I’ll meet along the way
My counselor teaching me, the Rebbe’s at my side
Guiding every Jew
Ad Mosai  we shout out loud, giving us strength anew”

His counselor’s voice beckons him from thoughts so far away
“The bus is full, go take your seat
We’re going home, we’re going home today”
As the camper looks with tears, his ticket in his hand
“What could have happened to my dream, I do not understand…

“The A Frame Stands against the sky, surrounded by the clouds
The bunk stands so cold and bare, and the lake makes no sound
But I can smile as we leave, as hard as it may seem
Knowing that I’ll be back next year, and relive my dream”

Repeat: I’ll play…

A Small tree grows
Tune of Nachamu (Tzlil V’Zemer)

A small tree grows, it’s immature
Yet raised with so much care
For these young years will set the way
The fate of its life does lie here

A group of trees are specially raised
Owned by the Nossi HaDor
With devotion and care to young children
With his love, in the machaneh they grow

“How lucky I am, that I chose to be here
In the Rebbe’s camp, never elsewhere
With pride I stand, as the Rebbe guides me
In his chinuch I’ll grow, his chossid I’ll be…

“In Gan Yisroel, he’s instilled in my heart
A connection that never can part
In Gan Yisroel, he’s instilled in my heart
A connection that never can part”

Slowly, my eyes do wander
Tune of Bilvovi (Amudai Shaish)

Slowly, my eyes do wander
Along this magnificent shore
A scene so tranquil, it moves me —
Can one really ask for more?

Recalling the day I first came here
Just a few weeks ago
Time passed me by so swiftly
Together with camp I did grow

Oh, who can forget those Friday nights —
Remember the flag flying high —
The presence of the Rebbe, felt so near
To me, these things are so dear

Precious and joyous, this summer spent here
A spirit that will never die
It hurts and pains, still I must say
“Goodbye, Gan Yisroel, goodbye”

Dear Robert
Tune of Avinu Malkeinu Choneinu Va’aneinu

Dear Robert, let me describe to you
Of this summer I lived as a Jew
You’ll see that I’ve changed — I can never be the same —
Oh, how I wish you were here too

My life did not seem in control
Empty, no meaning or goal
How helpless I felt — where could I turn for help
To feel the void and thirst in my soul?

Rob, I found it here
With chassidim who really care
With achdus and love, faith in the One Above
They’ve lifted me out of despair

But it’s the Rebbe about whom I’ll speak
He makes this camp so unique
His concern for each Jew, it doesn’t matter who



He’d walk down the street, his friends he would meet
They’d teach him to lie, and they’d teach him to cheat
He’d look to all sides to be sure no one saw
Then, Mendel would break every law

It occured to him, at a Farbrengen one week
“After all, it’s to me that the Rebbe does speak
His words, to my heart I must take
What a difference in me, they will make…

“How can I stand every week, and ignore
The words being said by the Nossi Hador!”
He decides, with tears in his eyes
“Enough of my cheating and lies”

As he walked down the street, he met his best friend
He told him, “My bad ways have come to an end
I’ve come to regret the things that I did
From now on I’ll be a Chossid”

A Russian boy’s helpless plight
Tune of Ovinu Av Horachamon

A Russian boy’s helpless plight
Dreariness fills his night
Hardship and pain befall him
His chance of survival is slim

Finding no source of true comfort
To the Rebbe he turns with a letter
Compelled to express to him
How life could have been so much better

The boy did not beg for an easier life
Nor for a hope to be free
“Vos zol men ton az es davent zich nit!”
That was the Russian boy’s plea

As the Rebbe spoke at Farbrengen
The chassidim gazed on in surprise
As the Rebbe choked with emotion
And tears came to his eyes

Repeat: The boy did not beg…

The Rebbe calls out
Tune of Yud-Beis Tammuz Niggun

The Rebbe calls out, we must reach to all
A group of chassidim heed his call
The family of Shluchim the Rebbe does raise
For his work, devoting all their days

The Rebbe stands with pride as his Shluchim he leads
As a loving father he is caring for their needs
For these are the chassidim he’s relying upon
Through his berachos and his koach, they can carry on

To strengthen and unite all of those he had sent

The Rebbe brings his family together again
Once a year at the kinus, all the Shluchim he does greet
Giving them the chizuk that they all so need

The Rebbe stands…

Being that the Shluchim are so distanced physically
An album of his family, the Rebbe asked to see
And even as they carry on in these dark golus days
In the Rebbe’s holy room they’ll always stay

The Little bird
Tzlil V’Zemer

The little bird is calling
It wishes to return
The little bird is wounded
It cannot fly, but yearns
It’s captured by the vultures
Crying bitterly
“Oh, to see my nest again
Oh, to be redeemed”

The little bird of silver
So delicate and rare
Still chirps among the vultures
Outshining all that’s there
How long, how long, it suffers
How long will it be?
Oh, when will come the eagle
And set the little bird free?

The little bird is Yisroel
The vultures are our foes
The painful wound is golus
Which we all feel and know
The nest is Yerushalayim
Where we yearn to be once more
And the eagle is Moshiach
Whom we are waiting for!

A tear runs down
Tune of Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Sefer HaNiggunim, entry #96

A tear runs down from his cheek
“Oh Hashem, it’s another week —
Shabbos is passing, the Rebbe did not speak…”

Days, weeks, then months go by
How long must your children cry
Beseeching, demanding, “Ad Mosai, it’s enough!”

Where is that hand to which millions do come
Where is the voice that unites us all as one?
Our hearts pouring out as we cry to Hashem
“The Rebbe zol zein gezunt, and be with us again!”

On Sunday a man arrives
With hope in his troubled eyes
“Excuse me, please tell me, the Rebbe’s help I seek —



Brings my soul comfort and peace

Here, davening and learning are stressed
Singing Shabbos together, I love best
Gan Yisroel, you’ve taught me a chossid to be —
Robert, please come and join me!

Repeat: But it’s the Rebbe…
To camp I’ll be leaving soon
I look towards the Rebbe’s room
How empty, how lonely it seems

The bochurim, they hide no grief
A dollar they’ve not received
The Rebbe’s camp — oh, what will it be?

But soon I am taken —
Through mishnayos, through farbrengens
Through his picture that I constantly hold —
To a world where I feel that the Rebbe is so near
Before me the Rebbe I behold

“Oy Rebbe, oy Rebbe, mein heiliker tatte
You’ve always been with us in a guf doh lematah
Rebbe, I love you — you know how I need you —
The pain is just too much to bear…

“As I look towards your picture, my eyes fill with tears —
Your comforting smile, so warm and so near —
I feel how you love me, you’ll always be with me
I know that I’m never alone”

I shed a single tear
Tune of Aromimcha Hashem

I shed a single tear
One day, every year
Silent, empty, suddenly alone
When all of you go home

Near Kalkaska I wait
Around the glistening lake
Yearning to hear a mishnah by heart
Oh, why do we have to part

Oh, just one more bentching to hear
Before those buses appear
Oh, how will I bear it when there is no light
In the dining room, Friday night

But looking at you as I finish this song
I know I’m coming along
Deep in your hearts I’ve kindled a flame
’Cause Gan Yisroel is my name

The Packed Shul
Tune of Ach Leilokim Domi Nafshi

The packed shul is waiting for Kol Nidrei

The Rebbe is coming, but stops on his way
A group of talmidim he must see
The Birkas HaBonim to them he gives
With tear-filled eyes he asks Hashem
“A sweet year send to them”

Hours on end at Farbrengen he sits
Torah he teaches, it flows from his lips
With simple and wise he spends his time
A lesson for all to follow he finds
Speaking to his children, so dear to him
With his light he is guiding them

A Yid to the Rebbe is his only concern
The love for his children in his heart does burn
The burden of our problems with love he bears
In our joy he laughs, our pain he feels
Hours he stands for his children’s needs
Thousands of letters till dawn he reads
Beyond human limits he will reach
His life for his children he gives

Crowds are gathered
Tune of Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Nichoach 15/1/2)

Crowds are gathered, hours pass, the line stretches miles
The Rebbe stands alone to greet each one with smiles
Privileged so, to stand before his noble gaze
He strives for a connection to last throughout his days

And though I am bereft, the example that you left lives on
Your needs you sacrificed to bring each one so close
The hand you waved sent shluchim to their posts
The concern you showed us taught me how to care

To kindle a spark in every Jewish soul
Revealing its essence, is fulfilling your goal
Your ratzon I vow to do, for I know like never before
That it means so much to you

I feel your strength, you’ve shown me by your deeds
I know how to find the hiskashrus that I need
By taking each neshamah hand in hand, in your ways
Until each one understands

Now I’m certain forever, you’ll be part of me
I am sure, very soon, Tatte, you I’ll see

A Small cup of wine
Tune of Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Nichoach 5/1/6)

A small cup of wine he holds in his hand
Young Mendele at a Farbrengen does stand
Thousands of men, standing in awe
Their attention to the Rebbe is drawn

Though Mendel stood there, his mind was elsewhere
To hear the Farbrengen he did not care
He just could not wait until it was done
So he could go home and have fun



“I’ve come to the Rebbe’s door
His berachah I need once more…”
Unanswered, he lifts his eyes, and desperately does cry

Repeat: Where is that hand…

As a child he came here
Tune of Bnei Heicholo

As-a-child he came here
in camp for his fir¬st year
¬anxiously awaiting
what-will it be, how will it feel

Every day that proceeds
A little more he perceives
The feelings of the Chossid within him 

At farbrengen Friday night
the dining room alight
The warm-glow of-the Rebbe’s picture
Gracing all those present there
They stand to face 
the Rebbe’s image
and declare

Oy Rebbe how I wish to
Make you proud of me
I dedicate my life
To do as you’ve taught me

May Hashem grant you gezunt
Liorech yomim
And towards the Geulah
We’ll march with you in lead

Now-memories-of-years gone by
keep recurring in his mind
Compelling him to once again
kindle his feelings inside

Perhaps they’ll reawaken
And I’ll gather inspiration from 
The campers I’ll counselor and lead

Once again I see
Their pure sincerity
Awoken here in Gan Yisroel
Just as I felt years ago
Again they face 
the Rebbe’s image
and declare

Oy Rebbe how I wish to
Make you proud of me
I dedicate my life
To do as you’ve taught me

2x
Ad mosai how much longer
with all our heart we plead
when towards the Geulah
We’ll march with you in lead

The summer has come to an end
T.T.T.O. Lakol Z’man Vo’es

The summer has come to an end
On to the busses the campers ascend
Hurt and upset some do seem
Such an emotional scene

Chaim asks his counselor why
When leaving camp do people cry
I don’t understand what I see
It’s not sucha  big deal for me

The next Friday night at home
Chaim was sitting alone
The Chayus and warmth just was not there
And no one to care

A tear runs down from his cheek
He yearns for just one more week
I now understand why they can’t say farewell
To Gan Yisroel!

On a faraway mountaintop
T.T.T.O. THE SEARCH (JEP)

On a faraway mountaintop speckled with sheep, 
The shepherd sits alone, his gaze so deep,
Caring for his precious flock, with all his might
Carefully watching, each one remains in sight

Suddenly a cry pierces the air,
A young sheep has wandered, away without care,
The shepherd runs to rescue, oh so swiftly,
He bends down to pick up his sheep carefully 

Millions of Yiden though they may not know,
The Rebbe loves each one, and cares for him so
Each and every Jew, the Rebbe hears his cry
He is a diamond in the Rebbe’s eye

The faithful sheperd won’t forsake his flock
The Rebbe’s loving care will never stop
In spite of the darkness we know with perfect faith, 
He will not rest till the last one is safe
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TEL: 203-862-0967

NAFTOLI DRUK

23101 PARKLAWN

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-548-4950

BENYOMIN KELLMAN

6665 EDINBOROUGH

W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322

TEL: 248-538-0531

CHAZAK LIPSZYC

11650 NE 21 DR

MIAMI, FL 33181

TEL: 305-895-7330

LEVI YITZCHOK MUSKAL

1755 GRANTWAY DR

WELLINGTON, DC 33414

TEL: 561-333-4663

YEHUDA NAMDAR

TORILD W. 20

GOTHENBURG, 41319

SWEDEN

TEL: 718-971-5054

MENACHEM MENDEL PLOTKIN

242 GREEN LANE

THORNHILL, ONT L3T7H7

CANADA

TEL: 905-881-2012

GEDALIA POLTER

25530 COLLEEN ST.

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-544-3624

MENACHEM MENDEL RAPOPORT

11212 N ROBIN LANE

MEQUON, WI 43092

TEL: 262-238-0414

MENDEL SHMOTKIN

15 FRANCIS AVE

STAMFORD, CT 06905

TEL: 203-359-1700

SHOLOM BER WEISS

6711 FOLGER DR

CHARLOTTE, NC 28270

TEL: 704-362-5710

Bunk Daled

Counselor:

Raphi Steiner

ELIYAHU ISRAEL

7911 CANDLE LANE

HOUSTON, TX 77071

TEL: 713-774-1814

MENACHEM MENDEL KAGAN

15070 NORTHFIELD

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-968-7014

YISROEL LIFSHITZ

3787 FALLEN TREE LN

BLUE ASH, OH 45236

TEL: 513-791-9696

ZEV ELIEZER LIPSKY

4141 NO BRAESWOOD #13

HOUSTON, TX 77025

TEL: 713-661-9852

MENDEL LITZMAN

6 KAKIAT LN

SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977

TEL: 845-371-7260-2

CHAIM POLTER

24641 CHURCH

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-967-6910

MENACHEM SCHMUKLER

601 N CITRUS AVE

LOS ANGELES, CA 90036

TEL: 323-932-6054

MENDEL SHEMTOV

6010 SHANNON CT

W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322

TEL: 248-592-9200

MENACHEM MENDEL SHMOTKIN

8770 N GREENVALE RD

BAYSIDE, WI 53217

TEL: 414-352-0552

MENACHEM MENDEL VOGEL

78 GLENMELL DR F

ROCHESTER, NY 14618

TEL: 585-442-0041

TZEMACH WEG

6622 S. UTICA AVE

TULSA, OK 74136

TEL: 918-493-7006

Bunk Hey

Counselor:

Mendy Wolff

MENACHEM MENDEL ANDRUSIER

2929 EAST BROAD ST

COLUMBUS, OH 43209

TEL: 614-235-7268

SHIMON ELIEZER ZEV FELDMAN

484 ARGYLE RD.

BROOKLYN, NY 11218

TEL: 718-467-7833

MENACHEM MENDEL FETTMAN

3815 BEACH 38TH ST.

BROOKLYN, NY 11224

TEL: 718-333-2626



MENACHEM MENDEL GOLDMAN

3016 CASTLEROCK

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73120

TEL: 405-748-7007

YESHAYE GOURARIE

23161 CLOVERLAWN

OAKPARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-542-7239

MENACHEM MENDEL MARINOVSKY

7902 CANULE LN.

HOUSTON, TX 77071

TEL: 713-541-1774

AVROHOM PINCHUS RAICHMAN

8023 DUFFIELD LN

HOUSTON, TX 77071

TEL: 713-774-4023

LEVI YITZCHOK SHEMTOV

6211 QUAKER HILL DR

W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322

TEL: 248-788-7131

YAAKOV WEISS

4441 N MERIIDIAN AVE

MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140

TEL: 305-534-1422

MENACHEM MENDEL WEISS

6711 FOLGER DR

CHARLOTTE, NC 28270

TEL: 704-362-5710

Bunk Vov

Counselor:

Moishy Shemtov

MENACHEM MENDEL BERGSTEIN

1579 BRANDYWYN LN

BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089

TEL: 847-478-1430

MENACHEM MENDEL DORFMAN

1747 FORD PKWY

S PAUL, MN 55116

TEL: 651-699-7745

LEVI GREENBERG

1210 E 26TH AVE

ANCORAGE, AK 99508

TEL: 907-279-7890

MOSHE KALMENSON

1374 UNION ST

BROOKLYN, NY 11213

TEL: 718-363-9504

MENDEL NAMDAR

TORILD W. 20

GOTHENBURG, 41319

SWEDEN

TEL: 718-971-5054

TZEMACH SHEMTOV

3915 SATINWOOD DR

TOLEDO, OH 43623

TEL: 419-841-3770

MENACHEM MENDEL SMETANA

1352 CARROLL STREET

BROOKLYN, NY 11213

TEL: 718-604-8234

DOV YEHUDAH STEINMETZ

25860 SOUTHWOOD DR

SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075

TEL: 248-424-9361

BINYAMIN WEISS

18342 CORAL CHASE DR.

BOCA RATON, FL 33948

TEL: 561-477-3658

YANKY WERNER

25300 GARDNER

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-547-9854

Bunk Zayin

Counselor:

Mendel Shemtov

SCHNEUR ZALMAN CIMENT

10899 LAKEWYNDS CT

BOYNTON, FL 33437

TEL: 561-737-9835

ZEV FELDMAN

67 CHARTWELL LN

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA B3M 4G4

CANADA

TEL: 902-457-6022

YONAH ELIYAHU GREEN

9205 NW 43 COURT

CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065

TEL: 954-317-3259

MENACHEM MENDEL KANTOR

121 SOI SAI NAM THIP 2

SUKHUMVIT SOI 22, BANGKOK

10110

THAILAND

TEL: 6626630244/6626292770

DOVID SIMCHA SHLOMO KASHAN-

IAN

9184 NW 41 MANOR

CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065

TEL: 954-575-0142

MENACHEM MENDEL LIPSZYC

11650 NE 21 DR

MIAMI, FL 33181

TEL: 305-895-7330

AVRAHAM ELIEZER MUSKAL

1755 GRANTWAY DR

WELLINGTON, DC 33414

TEL: 561-333-4663



MENACHEM MENDEL PALTIEL

5 FISHERMAN DR

PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050

TEL: 516-767-3372

MENACHEM MENDEL POLONSKY

23165 TIMBER LANE

BIRKWOOD, OH 44122

TEL: 216-297-1770

MENACHEM MENDEL WOLOVIK

748 CENTRAL AVE

WOODMERE, NY 11598

TEL: 516-569-1975

Bunk Ches

Counselor:

Chesky Thaler

ELCHONON CHAIKIN

2480 BEACHWOOD BLVD

BEACHWOOD, OH 44122

TEL: 216-381-9178

AHARON DUBROWSKI

4717 GRAINARY AVE

TAMPA, FL 33624

TEL: 813-961-4550

SHNEUR GANSBURG

1490 PRESIDENT ST

BROOKLYN, NY 11213

TEL: 718-778-4119

YOSEF DOVID LIFSHITZ

3787 FALLEN TREE LN

BLUE ASH, OH 45236

TEL: 513-791-9696

MENACHEM MENDEL MONDSHINE

SYSHOVSKY VAL 14/22

MOSCOW, 127018

RUSSIA

TEL: (7495) 973-9118

DOVBER NAMDAR

TORILD W. 20

GOTHENBURG, 41319

SWEDEN

TEL: 718-971-5054

MENACHEM MENDEL PIEKARSKY

ZEVY ROSENBLUM

1326 PRESIDENT ST

BROOKLYN, NY 11213

TEL: 718-756-5202

SHRAGA WEISS

4441 N MERIIDIAN AVE

MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140

TEL: 305-534-1422

EZRA WIEMER

7024 N FAIRCHILD CIR

FOX POINT, WI 53217

TEL: 414-351-1788

Bunk Tes

Counselor:

Leibel Kudan

MENACHEM MENDEL BISTON

7720 NW 63RD AVE

PARKLAND, FL 33067

TEL: 954-345-2852

MENACHEM MENDEL CIMENT

10899 LAKEWYNDS CT

BOYNTON, FL 33437

TEL: 561-737-9835

ARYEH LEIB KORF

7528 EAGLE POINT DR

DELRAY, FL 33446

TEL: 561-496-4585

YEHOSHUA SIMCHA LIPSKY

4141 NO BRAESWOOD #13

HOUSTON, TX 77025

TEL: 713-661-9852

DOVID LITVIN

7 WEINER #29

REHOVOT, 76216

ISRAEL

TEL: 972-8-939-0385

ELIEZER MANGEL

210 ABERDEEN AVE

DAYTON, OH 45419

TEL: 937-643-1899

CHAIM SHNEUR ZALMAN MUSKAL

1755 GRANTWAY DR

WELLINGTON, DC 33414

TEL: 561-333-4663

DOV BER PALTIEL

5 FISHERMAN DR

PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050

TEL: 516-767-3372

REFAEL YEHUDAH POLTER

24641 CHURCH

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-967-6910

SHOLOM BER RABIN

14130 BALFOUR

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-542-4809

VELVEL ROSLER

81 DANA CRESCENT

THORNHILL, ONT L4J-3H9

CANADA

TEL: 905-731-5347

MENACHEM MENDEL SHEMTOV

6211 QUAKER HILL DR

W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322

TEL: 248-788-7131

Bunk Yud

Counselor:

Maier Kopel



SHMUEL ALEXANDER

7723 APACHE PLUME DRIVE

HOUSTON, TX 77071

TEL: 713-728-3327

AVROHOM BROWD

144-29 78 AVE

QUEENS, NY 11367

TEL: 718-969-5981

YECHIEL DEREN

5822 HOBART ST

PITTSBURGH, PA 15217

TEL: 412-421-4981

NOSSON YITZCHOK HUEBNER

5815 AYLESBORO AVE

PITTSBURGH, PA 15217

TEL: 412-421-0373

LEVI MISHOLOVIN

5453 CLALIZYE

W. BLM, MI 48322

TEL: 258-538-5297

YEHUDA SAXON

5632 POCUSSET ST.

PITTSBURGH, PA 15217

TEL: 412-421-1497

ZEVY SHUSTERMAN

2200 SHADY AVE

PITTSBURGH, PA 15217

TEL: 412-422-2741

KOPEL SILBEREBERG

6605 ALDERLEY WAY

WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322

TEL: 248-626-1807

YISROEL STEINER

49 THEODORE PL

THORNHILL, ONT L4J8E4

CANADA

TEL: 905-731-5618

YOSEF WEISS

4441 N MERIIDIAN AVE

MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140

TEL: 305-534-1422

Masmidim

ARI DORFMAN

1747 FORD PARKWAY

S PAUL, MN 55115

TEL: 651-699-7745

ALEXANDER FINMAN

23610 GARDNER

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-542-5087

CHAIM GOURARIE

23161 CLOVERLAWN

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-542-7239

SHNEUR ZALMAN GRONER

6500 NEWHILL RD

CHARLOTTE, NC 28270

TEL: 704-364-0971

LEVI KESSELMAN

23401 PARKLAWN

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-542-7521

BEREL KESSELMAN

23401 PARKLAWN

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-542-7521

BEREL NAMDAR

TORILD W. 20

GOTHENBURG, 41319

SWEDEN

TEL: 718-971-5054

LEIBEL PERELMUTER

1031 AMELIA DR.

LONG BEACH, CA 90807

TEL: 562-988-0510

MENDEL ROBBINS

3432 N. HACKETT AVE

MILWAUKEE, WI 53211

TEL: 414-962-5786

MEIR SHEMTOV

LEYSENDA PATRIA 2880/501

MONTEVIDEO,  11300

URUGUAY

TEL: 718-360-0845

LEVI SHEMTOV

3915 SATINWOOD

TOLEDO, OH 43623

TEL: 419-841-3770

MENACHEM MENDEL SHEMTOV

675 EMPIRE BLVD #3M

BROOKLYN, NY 11213

TEL: 718-953-9478

MENACHEM MENDEL SHEPHERD

23181 PARKLAWN

OAK PARK, MI 48237

TEL: 248-543-0074

CHESKY VOGEL

78 GLENMELL DR F

ROCHESTER, NY 14618

TEL: 585-442-0041

YISROEL WOLFF

22 BLACKWATCH TR.

MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960

TEL: 973-267-0911

Waiters

MOSHE ANGYALFI

594 STONE GATE RD.

LEEDS,  LS176EL UK

TEL: 441132694571

SHAYA DENBURG

2315 NORTH WEST 95TH AVE

CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065

TEL: 954-752-8604



YITZCHOK GLASSNER

6785 MOUNTAIN SIGHTS

MONTREAL, QUEBEC H3W2ZS

CANADA

TEL: 514-737-8146

MENACHEM MENDEL ROSENFELD

362 FORCLSTR

ZURICH, 8008

SWITZERLAND

TEL: 41-44-383-7741

ZALMAN SHEMTOV

LEYSENDA PATRIA 2880/501

MONTEVIDEO,  11300

URUGUAY

TEL: 718-360-0845

BARUCH SIMON

109 ELSMERE AVE

DELMAR, NY 12054

TEL: 518-439-8280

LEVI YITZCHOK WEINGARTEN

5385 CALKINS RD

FLINT, MI 48532

TEL: 810-733-3779

STAFF

Camp Administrator

Mrs. Lifshitz

3787 Fallentree Ln

Blue Ash, OH 45236

Tel.: 513-791-9696

Camp Mashpia

Rabbi Gourarie

23161 Cloverlawn St.

Oak Park, MI 48237

Tel.: 248-542-7239

Camp Rabbi

Rabbi Lifshitz

3787 Fallentree Ln.

Blue Ash, OH 45236

Tel.: 513-791-9696

Camp Doctor

Dr. Dick

13 Tikvah Way

Morristown, NJ 07960

Tel.: 973-656-1484

Head Counselors

Yitzi Steiner

49 Thedore Place Thornhill

Ontario L4J8E4 Canada

Tel.: 905 731 5618

Shimmy Susskind

459 Empire Blvd

Brooklyn, NY 11225

Tel.: 718 755 5356

Levi Teldon

65 Valleywood Rd.

Commack N.Y., 11725

Tel.: 631-543-1307

Learning Directors

Zalman Deren

5822 Hobart Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15217

Tel.: 248 915 9796

Yudi Shmotkin

2943 N. Summit Ave.

Milwaukee, WI 53211

Tel.: 414 962 4615

Head Life Guard

Yosef Levine

26451 Raine St.

Oak Park, MI 48237

Tel.: 248 514 4874

Cook

Eli Rechtshafer

Hachalil 31

Rosh Haain, Israel

Tel.: 972 3 901 4377

Counselors

Sender Gordon

32 Cedar Hill Dr.

Ottawa, ONT

Canada K2R 1C6

Tel.: 613-825-3626

Maier Kopel

1653 President St.

Brooklyn, NY 11213

Tel.: 718 493 0840

Leibel Kudan

1245 Rodman St.

Hollywood, Fl 33019

Tel.: 954 927 2457

Moshe Rosenblum

1326 President St.

Brooklyn NY 11213

Tel.: 718 756 5202

Itcha Schanowitz

2934 W. Greenleaf Ave.

Chicago, IL 60645

Tel.: 773 761 9249

Levi Shemtov

Leyenda Patria 2880/501

Montevideo 11300

Uruguay

Tel.: 718 360 0845

Mendel Shemtov

3915 Satinwood Dr.

Toledo, OH 43623

Tel.: 419 841 3770

Moishy Shemtov

Leyenda Patria 2880/501

11300 Montevideo

Uruguay

Tel.: 718 360 0845



Meir Shmotkin

2943 N. Summit Ave.

Milwaukee, WI 53211

Tel.: 414 962 4615

Raphi Steiner

49 Thedore Place

Thornhill, Ontario L4J8E4

Canada

Tel.: 905 731 5618

Chesky Thaler

418 N. Martel Ave

L.A., CA 90036

Tel.: 323 651 0138

Avremi Wolff

22 Blackwatch Trail

Morristown NJ 07960

Tel.: 973 267 0911

Mendy Wolff

22 Blackwatch Trail

Morristown NJ 07960

Tel.: 973 267 0911

Learning Teachers

Kvutza Alef

Sholom Kass

93 Ramblewood Lane

Thornhill, Ont. L4J6R9

Canada

Tel.: 905 764 7657

Kvutza Beis

Mendy Levertov

4205 Venado Drive,

Austin, TX

Tel.: 248 336 9636

Kvutza Gimmel

Mayer Wayden

7543 Brentwood Rd.

Philadelphia PA, 19151

Tel.: 215 473 5356

Kvutza Daled

Elisha Uhlman

Zerach 8

Jerusalem, Israel

Tel.: 972 2 652 0157

Kvutza Hey

Yudi Browd

144-29 78 Ave.

Flushing, NY 11367

Tel.: 718 969 5981

Kvutza Vov

Mendy Gurkov

194 Ratver Rd.

Wayne, NJ 07470

Tel.: 201 696 7609

Kvutza Zayin

Shlomie Deren

5822 Hobart Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15217

Tel.: 412 421 4981

Kvutza Ches

David Chelly

14 Rue Gaston Rebuffat

75019 Paris

France

Tel.: 33 14035 4146

Kvutza Tes

Rabbi Lifshitz

3787 Fallentree Ln.

Blue Ash, OH 45236

Tel.: 513-791-9696

Kvutza Yud

Eli Rosenfeld

Rieter 12

8002 Zurich

Switzerland

Tel.: 411 281 1479

Kvutza Yud Alef

Sholom Scharf

383 Kingston Ave. #36

Brooklyn NY 11213

Tel.: 718 756 7871

Kvutza Yud Beis

Levi Litvin

Weiner 7 Apt. # 29

Rehovot Israel

Tel.: 972 08 939 0385

Kvutza Yud Gimel

Eliyahu Rapoport

22 Grosvenor Gardens

London NW1 10HG

England

Tel.: 44 208 455 5395

Kvutza Yud Daled

Yosef Gurevitz

465 Empire Blvd.

Brooklyn NY 11225

Tel.: 718 756 3039

Kvutza Tes Vov

Moishy Yaras

Shikun Chabad 4

Lud, Israel 71321

ECAD

Zalman Schapiro

1365 Carroll st. #3C

Brooklyn, NY 11213

Tel.: 718 773 6717

General Manager

Levi Gottlieb

23041 Parklawn St.

Oak Park, MI 48237

Tel.: 248 399 5554

Van Driver

Reuven Giter

1744 Mississipi River Blvd.

St. Paul, MN 55116

Tel.: 651 503 7921



Tech Support

Yossi Freedman

Chiclana 763 C.C. 405

Bahia Blanca 8000 Argentina

Tel.: 216 691 2684

Kitchen Manager

Schneur Perl

153 E. Beach St.

Long Beach, NY 11561

Tel.: 516 432 2604

Bike Manager

Zalmy Kass

93 Ramblewood Ln.

Thornhill, Ont. L4J6R9

Canada

Tel.: 905 764 7657

Arts’n’Crafts Director

Akiva Steinmetz

25860 Southwood Blvd.

Southfield, MI 48075

Tel.: 248 424 4361

Administration

Choni Wineberg

10258 Glenwool St.

Overland Park, KS 66212

Tel.: 913 526 2770

Moshe Wolfe

1441 E. Maryland #21

Phoenix, AZ 85014

Tel.: 602 265 5552

Moishy Lifshitz

3787 Fallentree Ln.

Blue Ash, OH 45236

Tel.: 513 791 9696

Canteen Manager

Levi Stein

23061 Gardner St.

Oak Park, MI 48237

Tel.: 248 546 5082

Computer Lab

Daniel Messing

3 Mariner Way

Monsey, NY 10952

Tel.: 845 596 0785

Lifeguards

Mendy Gurkov

194 Ratver Rd.

Wayne, NJ 07470

Tel.: 201 696 7609

Shmuel Huebner

5815 Aylesbero Ave.

Pittsburgh PA 15217

Tel.: 734 645 0035

Eli Posner

491 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, MA 02215

Tel.: 617 266 0454

Masmidim & Waiters Director

Zalmy Simon

109 Elsmere Ave.

Delmar NY 12045

Tel.: 518 439 8280

Masmidim & Waiters Staff

Mannis Frankel

109 S. Vista St.

Los Angeles, CA 90036

Tel.: 323 877 1446

Mendel Shemtov

Leyenda Patria 2880/501

11300 Montevideo

Uruguay

Tel.: 718-360-0845

Meir Szokovski

14000 W. 9 Mile Rd.

Oak Park, MI 48237

Tel.: 917 650 7455

Yossi Rabin

14130 Balfour

Oak Park, MI 48237

Tel.: 248 542 4809

MBP Director

Benzion Shemtov

1521 President St.

Brooklyn, NY 11213

Tel.: 718 774 1657

NAD

Choni Wineberg

10258 Glenwool St.

Overland Park, KS 66212

Tel.: 913 526 2770

Office Managers

Levi Freedman

Chiclana 763 C.C. 405

Bahia Blanca,  Argentina 8000

Tel.: 216 691 2684

Sholom Klein

8814 Lincolnwood Dr.

Skokie, IL 60203

Tel.: 773 547 3822

Program Director

Levi Perelmuter

1031 Amelia Dr.

Long Beach CA 90807

Tel.: 562-988-0150

Survival

Binyomin Einstein

1461 S.Livonia Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90035

Tel.: 310 553 2360



Drop your tears

here.

(don’t blow your nose on this.)
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